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m i c  Era: Arc the Stacks Necessary? 
'on delivery services, where does today's [ibray stand? it is 
zr, but the Library is changing in many ways to accommodate 
the increasing rcle of technohgy. In the midst of a technoiogical-savvy i~formation 
envir~nment, Chuck Finnerty looks a t  the Library's past, exanines charrges ir: the 
construction of today's faciiities and gives tips or: how you can prepare for the future. 
f 4 I)wgmikq M&ng Image Cuile&Iarrs for ifre %gMai Era 
The Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial Research Fund was established ir: "1991, named in honor of 
the former president of Dsciosure, IRC. (now known as Primark). The research fmd is an 
endowment and projects are supported solely by investment income generated by the find. 
The 1999 winners of the award were James M. Tuner, Micheie tiudon and Yves Devin fron 
the Universite de Montreal. This month Information Outlook presenb their findings, which 
Looks at  how moving image coliections are Labeled. 
The D;ay nf &hz Elecironir Li~nr.,: 
The process of digitization is ongoing-possibly a process that wili never be f ~ i l y  conpLe.ere. 
Information Outfcok was interested in knowing how information professionah have dealt 
with this transition in the past, how they do so today and what they expect this process 
may hoid for the future. LesLie Shaver and I'iikici Enright spoke with five information 
speciaiists this month t o  gather their opinions c? the matter. 
200.2 tai?ferexe 'rtirap-tip 
ALthough this year has produced many unexpected changes for SLA, both anticipated and 
unanf cipated, the 2002 conference in Los Angeles continued as phnned. Take a ~ e e k  at  
conference highlights and read about the closing general session speech by management 
guru Peter Ducker. 
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hat Have You 
in this month's zessage, ! want to share some of what i presented at the 
annual business meering in Iune. What SLA has done for its members over the 
past year includes lhe introduction of a wide array of new products and ser- 
vices, with many more to come. To view the full presentation made at the 
annual business meeting, visit the Executive Director Corner at www.sla.org. 
In Strategic Learning, our focus has been on balancing dislance and residence 
learning. Realizing that travel budgets are limited, we are revitaiizing the HQ- 
chapter partnership to deliver high-quality, affordable learning in your locality. 
In Career Services, not only can you search and post jobs, but a Eew 2ortai 
houses articles and guldes perticent to your career. And the Career Disruption 
Assistance Program includes a network of career menrors. 
The Knowledge Exchange was redesigned to integrate icforma:ion, knowledge, 
research and confen? into an airnos: exclusively Web-based service. The KEx is 
the gateway to SLXs virtual community of members. We ask that you get in- 
volved in this summer's member-refer-a-member campaign, as the expansion 
of the membership base wii! only enhance the number one benefit cf SLA 
membership-networking! 
Our publications and marketing materials have a look and feel that are reflec- 
tive of the vitaiity of the profession. Through our award-winning magazine, we 
have created links between our members and high-profile and influential busi- 
ness and academic ieaders. This past year, we have been published in more 
thar, 25 media outlets. In Public Policy, we have been active with the $10 mil- 
!icn librarian education initiative; the European Unicn's Digital Rights Mac- 
agernent; the Copyright Term Extension Act; and GCITA. 
We have enhanced many online services. The conference planner and discus- 
sion iists have been upgraded. When you refer a member or renew your dues, 
you can do so oniine. The online Cues system is long overdue but ncw a reality. 
The Online Whc's Who allows you to search your network ci coileagues, create 
directories acd downioad contact files. 
The annual co~fermce was witness to the depth of our =embership 2nd pro- 
fession. With n c r e  than 30C programs, unrivaled ne:iyorking experiences, 
thought leaders and the INFO-EXPO, we attracted more tlian 4,600 participants. 
The Virtual Asscciatior, Series was created to reach information professionals 
who couId no': artend in person. And it gets better eaci? year. Next year's key- 
notes inciude Puiitzer Prize winner David McCuilough, futurist Stuart Brand 
and former Secretary of State Madeleine ALbright. 
As we all know, this past year has been extraordinary in ways we couid never 
have imagined. Ail that has been accomplished couK not have been possible 
without the dedicatioc and strength of our leadersiip, staff, corporate partners 
and membership. When i first came to SLA, I was amazed at ::?e Ievel of conmi:- 
ment shown by rhe =embership. That, feeling has stayed with me fcr mare than 
- 
L A  years. Lei's ceiebrate this feeling and remember to appreciate the connection 
this association brings to our lives. 
Chuck Finnew, a former John Cotton Dana a;//ard winner, ic pres;deot/owner of Designs For Information. 
He has been actively invaived in spare needs assessment, library design, relocation management and 
project imp!ementation in the special library wena. Ffnneity has spoken about libmry space p!anning a t  
many SLA annua! conferences, and has wn'tten on the topic. 
was first used in moderation and eventually progressed t o  the cliche levee. Suddenly the diche is everywhere. It 
surrounds us and is one  of the more prominent cliches in the special library world today. It signifies a seemingly 
radical development, but i s  really part of a Long line of change in space planning requirements that all special 
libraries need to heed in order t o  survive and flourish. 
The evolution of information delivery by special libraries 
can be traced through the changes in space pianning re- 
quirements. Particularly in corporate settings, file rooms 
were first transformed into more traditional libraries, and 
in many cases served as a showcase for upper nanage- 
ment to display to visitors. This was followed by the com- 
puterized information centers of today. in ail of ;hex 
cases, the type and mixture of collections and staff dic- 
tated the w e  of space. 
The journey continues 
today, witk the question 
being, ''How much stack 
material will we keep?" 
The cast of real estate, 
constant changes in  
technology and staff 
configurarion forces us 
to iook at information 
resources, no matter 
what rhgir format, as a dynantic commodity. We may have 
stacks today, but tomorrow they could be replaced by 
anything. 
ent of the personal com- 
puter, special libraries were frequently staffed by a single 
information professional. A clerical staff supported the 
information professional and maintained a paper coiIec- 
tion, which was sufficient to meet the needs of the par- 
ent organization. In time-critical environments, "Just in 
Case" mas the motto for collection development and book 
stacks doEinated a facility's space. 
As online indexing proliferated, the need for large collec- 
tions was still prevalent, but space needed to be set aside 
for computer work stations as well {much to the chagrin 
of upper management]. In addition, the high cost of com- 
puter equipment made it prohibitive to put computers on 
individual desktops; consequently, searching facilities 
were frequently set up in a separate location in the li- 
brary. Originally these PC work stations were soiely for 
use by the library staff, but they often became a shared 
resource as end-users began to do their owr, research 
online. The arrival of more sophisticated infomation tools 
was an impetus for special libraries to expand their pro- 
fessional staffs, while support staffs were already as large 
as ever in order to maintain online sources. By the '90s, 
space planning changed 
to accommodate indi- 
vidual staff work sta- 
tions. As more and more 
sources were digitized, 
'the need for maintaining 
iarge collections of peri- 
odicals and corporate 
docirments dwindled. 
With coliections getting 
smaller, libraries began 
to emphasize their real asset-the professional staff. As 
information became increasingly integrated into the daily 
needs of the organization, many libraries began to look 
more like the surrounding office space. In some instances, 
the library moved from a defined separate space to a "li- 
brary without walls." As many library managers can at- 
test, there was (and is) a trend to place the information 
professional in the immediate vicinity of rhe groups be- 
ing served, thereby cutting down on the space needed for 
a central library facility. Space planners and architects 
seized on this integration concept and began using stan- 
dard systems furniture in the library. Gone were the mas- 
sive, custom-built reference desks. If a library relocared 
on a Friday, facilities wanted a new group to be abie to 
occupy the vacant space by Mocday. Ose important re- 
sult of this mentality was the reluctance of management 
to pay for added floor load capability in any specific area. 
Without the added floor strength, space-efficiect, mobiie- 
aisle systems housing major collections could not be used, 
limiting the size of coilections. 
august "::" .:c 
h i i t  as a functional slop i~ a larger 
open-space layout. The faciiitgr as a destination point is 
gone, in many places along with the walis. The library 
shozld be buiit with an eye to deconstruct. In other words, 
what is your educated guess as to the next coiiection vcr 
service to be curtailed, with a resulting reduction in 
needed space! 
The need for stack space and ~ t s  added costs will vary 
greatly by the mandate sf the library and rhe Cisclpline 
serveb. In the legal profession there has been a long battie 
waged on how extensive a collection is reqnned. In one 
instance a Iegai library has been asked to phce a renewed 
emphasis on training new associates on strategies for 
so-v La,ching the plini colIections. Many partners believe that 
pure electrmic source searching does nor resuit :n a com- 
plete final reference prodact. 
Janet Accardo at Skadden Arps, 2 major international law 
firm, had a busy several years preparing for a sa jo r  relo- 
cation of her law firm Within a year of that move, the 
library was toid the space it was occupying would be 
needed for attorney offices. A sfudy was anderraken and 
the iibrary is now split, with 70 percent of :he facility 
reiocated to space on the concourse level. The typical 
scenario says it does not make sense for a iibrary to relo- 
cate unless ?&re is allowance for at least a 30 percent 
increase in stack space. In a iegai environment, where 
much of the collection is serial in Eature, the library relo- 
cated wirh no net gain in stack space, forcing the staff to 
prioritize its resources. 
Tough decisions _mr?st be nxde in ihe commercial arena, 
as weii. When Eiien Miller joined J.P. Morgan, the firm 
was in the process of shifting its carprate emphasis from 
that of a ccmEerciai bank ro an investment bank. Within 
two years, Milier -was asked tc build an invesrment Sank- 
ing iniorxation s n p p r t  function acd then n-ierge it inti: 
the already existing research library, with a collection 
domisa:ed by coamercial Sacking and ecocorr,ics 
soarces. Carefzl planning and aggressive weeding of the 
research Library coiiecrion allo-wed both equal-sized ii- 
braries to be merged into one space with a o  loss of func- 
tion. Whiie i k  need for constant monitoring of library 
use and organizatloaal direcEon were key i s s x s  in this 
transition, quick response to the constant; change in the 
use cf organizational space requires a current space-needs 
~ s s e s s ~ e n t .  
At one tine, sz space-needs plan was something that a 
iibrary macager prepared a week before i:?e arckitect or 
. ~ 
nbrary space pianner skowed up. mday we find that an 
ongoing evaluation of your space needs is a constant chal- 
ienge for the Iihrary pLanager, Especially in major cities, 
where square-footage costs are high, lijrary managers 
have always had to prove their space requests were ie- 
gitimate and necessar-y-an6 often they've had ro make 
di: with less than originaiiy planned. 
In order to deal with this situation efiecriveiy, it is impor- 
A - m  LC,,* to prepare a space-needs assessment before mee5ng 
with corporate managemeni and architec?s/faciiities plan- 
. . ,. 
ners to discuss a new or rewarnpea aorary. This zssess- 
ment invdves a review of current coilection, staff and 
fanclion areas with a proposed future strategy for each of 
the foILcwing itezs: 
GoiIection survey: Zollections should be Eeasnred by 
counting the :?umber of ranges/secricns/sheIves and 
. . then ksring ',heE by coikction categories expressed in 
nunber of sheives per cciiection {e.g., reference, bocnd 
journals, current periodicals; ccrporate docunents, 
etc.). These measurenents should be based on actual 
space in use, cot the capacity 0:' the equipment. A reai- 
istfc growth (or contraction) factor-cfien different for 
each collection-shouid be used to project shslving 
needs for each coilection. If you maintain collection 
usage statistics, this is the islace to use them Po con- 
+-- ,:,,e rxnagemrni of the necessity for keeping hard 
copy (or :o convince yourself that you really can dis- 
sose of certain coliections with impunityj. The pro- 
jected shelving needs should then 3e converted to a 
square-footage requirement. 
Staff: This list shouid reflect, organization work station 
s:andasds je.g., professional staff is assigned to an 5' 
by 8' wmk station] where availabie and appr~priate. 
Functicnal exceptions suck as caiaiogers, who ~ e e d  
more space to support their functiocai roie, should be 
identified and explained. Szff count should reflect head 
pgrade t o  Fac-iiva and tipgrade tihe competitiveness ofyour organizatior: by 
increasing the p,;mductivity o f  yoLir employees. New and powerfui 
technology provides customized delivery o f t h e  most relevant 5~;siness 
resources t o  everyone ir: your organjzation.The resgit: innowtive and 
inf~vmed decision making. Factiva combines the gbba i  power and 
reliability of Dow lo res  and Reuters, inciuding the bioadest range 
of is i i - text  sources frcri: top  business and industry pubiications. 
Upgrade t o  Factiva. It's a whole new way t o  succeed. 
Visit ~wb~l. fa~f iw.corn.  
fact warn 
count at grow oat. In the past, when facilities mazage- 
meat prepared a stacking plan (a chart. of the Iocation 
of all moving group  azd their location;, a IS-year pe- 
riod was projected. in the dynamic period of expan- 
sion during the '90s, thar window was often condemed. 
Today, based on organizationai Cuidity and technologi- 
cal advances, we are lucky if we can accurately project 
needs for three years. Part of the consistent call for 
more activity in less space is a smaIler work station (6' 
by 6'). Even in the sphere of perso~al space, more work 
. ,  In iess space is desirable. 
a Funcrion areas: TIris category would include a range of 
special areas-fro= technical services functions (such 
as cataioging and binding) to fuccrional use amas (snch 
as maii rcom, campcter eenter, microforrr~ room and 
varions types of user areas]. These areas nee6 space 
more so than the txypicai single-space assignment and 
While 3/11 did not cause a t edonk  shift every- 
;where in storage ehcices, it did start an accelera- 
tion of decreased reiiance c: massive p W  iollec- 
Fezron of bchzan Enthers, Bob Oengstaeken 
ef Deloitte and Twche abd Su6ie Adinolr'i c i  Nerriti 
Lye3 worked at  the Y,'o:t6 Anancial Cen:er :om- 
plex and ha? to Fact a new day i&thout t e i r  stacks, 
Mere are their sto:jes: 
Lehman Brothers was perhaps the fastest Po act 
for both the short and Long term. The company iook 
aver a major hctel in Xe'w York, converting ai l  rooms 
into ?#@-person sffkes and using the public zeetfnr: fa- 
ri:fi,.:es to house support functicns, Tie I?brary set up shop .in a horet 
bailroom, using the lobby for meetings. The vendor community contribute6 557- 
43rt for a short time by elect:onicaily deliverkg necessary documents. As an fndisatio:: 
of the dynamic sature of the New York :eal estate market, an arrangement was made for 
finaxial document production a: anothcr ffnancfai senrjees insfi:utiaa, which ~ 2 i  con- 
solidating from a bccztjon near the hotel to a i q e r  fa'aciiiQ a c m s  toivn. Fezron and the 
iehman staff  s:ccessf:i:Ly provfdeb necessary icformatkm to their far-flung use: :on- 
stituencyr without any backup hard copy coilection. 
deais in histwy), Fearon and his manzgers cpted t e  provjde far a streamlined, but nape- 
Leima:: Brathers, pakt 95 the reasor; for t3is degision lwan the tangfiaie cost-s&nqs i n  
eifminatfng muli$pk copy subscriptions for expe-sive periodica:,~ and housfng them in a ce~.tral incation. 
Deloitte and Touche slrffe~ed a similar f ~ t e  (DeloiZe wzs preparing to move back to ihe WoriS Rnandai Center in eariy June), P8e Ern's pircuiaMng 
coKecth was destrcyod by sprfnkler system damage. Its tax reference colteci!on, which was not destrcye6, caused othor prabiems. Due to the seeat 
nature of the collection, what was not cestmyed hy the blast was rendered useiess in the foliosring months because it couid net be maintained and 
iipdatea. What bodes welt for the future wan the sbtlity of the Library staff to change user hab;ts and foster the use of electronic resources d r k g  ihts 
A. ;;.&. - Accorbing to Secgstacken, Deioitte is "rebuilfhg a core csilection of higher q.;al.;Py and s-alter size," 
8 For several ~ o n t b s  Mere2 Lynch employees ws?e crowded a; 30" by 52" counter tops, in a sma8i conference mom at ar. off-site faciiity inmediately 
adjacent t3 "Gwund Zero." k';ith!n several week of the attacks, staff wwas going back and forth between the two iocaticx while clean ap going on. 
The library, nonetheless, had to begin impo*ing hard copy Xccks to tkefr "war reon." Kerrf-illwas the 5%: corponffon tc  re-occupy their oe$nat space 
in the World FinanEiai Center. The colie,%ions and a[i other daily needs (other than a:: ease of access io "Srocr.6 Zero") were fn oiace, Therefor$, Mer1511 
was abk  to delay the "Whither the stacks?" question. AdinoR, %err% director In charge af library sm?ces, deveisped a ::ewfound ippwsiation for the 
"not ready for prime t h e "  We5-based seivices, but piam to continue running a stack-bzsed Padiig for now. 


call for separate square-footage allocation. Even in the 
eiec',ron!c era, tjere can be a need for more space. 
The need for conference training rooms in libraries is 
almost totally the result of more in-depth training in 
the use of information toois. In the urban or subur- 
ban campm environment this conference/training 
room serves as a magnet in attrzcting additional us- 
ers. It can even be set up as a videoconferencing cen- 
ter thar can serve the 
entire organization. 
TO this allocation, 
management and the 
architectural team 
would add a factor for 
departmental circula- 
tion of staff and users, 
as well as the impact 
of the Americans with 
Disabilties Act. 
Location and adjacency have been affected by e-mail and 
:be abiiity to disseminate documents electronically. There 
is much less emphasis on a facility that needs to be close 
to its major users. These days a library may well end up 
in a service area to take advantage of the floor load re- 
quirement. Today a library can fit and function anywhere. 
In networked printing environments, the library has taken 
on the role of a production shop (e.g., in financial ser- 
vices co~panies ,  financial reports; in research environ- 
ments, historic copies of research and scholarly journals]. 
Veronica Plucinski, senior director of the Information 
Center at Pfizer, talks about the pharmaceutical research 
environment where there is a continuing need for articles 
from bound journal collections. Many organizations ai- 
locate hard copy placement needs based on the area of 
research stuciied a: various facilities. The use of combined 
online catalogs allows these facilities to assign docu- 
men; delivery fulfillment through the use of internal 
inter-library ioans. As the digital archiving of older re- 
search publications expands, the need to retain hard copy 
will further diminish. 
One option, long popular in the academic arena, is the 
use of depository services. Many educational facilities 
and the Kew York Public Library System place !ess ac- 
tively used books in off-site storage. Clancy Library Ser- 
vices, a provider of off-site storage that houses less fre- 
quently used books for the Columbia Law Library, is 
expanding its services to cater to the more recent needs 
of the ccrporate market. 
Despite the proliferation of information services now 
being sent to the desktop, both in the library and di- 
rectly to the user departments, there is still a need for 
the library to provide public computer work stations. 
Part of the reasoning covers possible network shutdowns, 
while the other part of the rationale is economic (i.e., the 
lowered cos; of a more limited licensing agreement with 
the information provider). This also allows end-users to 
escape from their desks for a while to an environment 
more conducive to concentration. 
In colleges, publishing and other arenas, the iibrary can 
become a g a ~ h e r i n g  
place, a facility and oc- 
casion for ihe  im- 
promptu, but timely, ex- 
change of ideas and in- 
tellectual intelligence. At 
Schoiastic, a mulrimedia 
publishing company for 
children and educators, 
Bert Schachrer fills a cor- 
porate manCate by ex- 
panding the use of the 
library faciliry a, - a cor- 
porate intelligence cen- 
ter, staging talks, readings, product displays and other 
corporate events on a regular basis. 
The future of the stacks is just one of the many issues a 
Library manager faces today. Taken aione, it's ar, issue of 
huge importance to the library, organization management 
and users of the facility. When looked at in the overall 
context, it's just one component of the question "How do 
we give our users the best information product in the 
most efficient way, at the least cost?" 
Damn the clichks. & 
James M.  iurner i j  professeur agrfieg-2, :cG!~ de bibliothfieconomie e t  des sciences de l'informaticn UniversitP de 
Montrgal (james.turner@umontreol.co). MichGle Hudon is profisseure adjointe, ~ c o ! e  de bibliotheconomie e t  
des sciences de l'informaticn UniversitP de IMontrPal and Pies D e ~ n  iis agent de recherche, ~ c c l e  de 
bib!iotheconomfe e t  des sciences ci-. l'information UniversitQ de Montrgo!. 
and named in honor of the former president of  Dl'sclosure, Inc. (now known as  Primark). The research fund i s  an 
endowment and projects are funded solely from investment income generated by the fund. The purpose of the fund 
i s  t o  support projects that promote research and advancement of library sciences, in particutar focusing on projects 
that address the goals identified in  the §LA Research Statement. 
The 1999 winners of the award were James M. Tlrner, 
MichPle Mudon and Yves Devin from the Universite de 
Montreal. The results of their project titled, "Organizing 
Moving Image Collections for the Digital Era" are pre- 
sented here. 
s r.->, 5 . .  
; ~ ~ 5 %  .L;~::R 
Pictures have always been used to represent concepts and 
ideas and to communicate messages. Now that we col- 
lect then;: so extensively, we need to represent the pic- 
tures themselves in order to store and retrieve them. Pho- 
tograph~~ movies, television and digital images stored on 
computers have all contributed to the rapid buildup of 
ever larger collections. Whatever the format or the pre- 
sentation medium, pictures have become a most impor- 
tant mode of communication in our time. They play a 
crucial role in such areas as medicice, journaiism, adver- 
tisicg, ed~cation and entertainment. The notion of pic- 
ture collections now has to do with a vast world, and an 
attempt to describe this world is represented by the smdy 
poster entitled The World of Visual Coilections (GRIV 
199S), which takes into account the areas of art, engrav- 
ing, photography, computer graphics, the types of insti- 
tutions which c d e c t  and the many professions thar use 
pictures as part of their work. 
Moving images are, of course, a goldmine for many or- 
ganizations and individuals, and it is important to de- 
scribe t h e n  adequately in databases in order to show 
their richness and complexity if we are to exploit these 
collections fully. However, the world of moving image 
collection organization is one of locally established tech- 
niques, with little or no standardization and withonr 
communicability between systems. This has not been a 
problem until now because systems were managed in- 
dependently of each other, but in the networked world 
in which we now live, the question of discovery and 
exchange of information has come to the forefront and 
needs to be addressed. 
Our recently-completed research project was concerned 
x~ith indexing moving image co!lections for storage and 
retrieval. The general goal of the project was to under- 
stand the techniques and tools used for representing the 
content of moving image collections that are indexed shot 
by shot. We especially wanted to study the question of 
indexing languages and their structure, as well as tech- 
niques for keeping them current. Several more specific 
objectives were identified: 
to determine how many terms, excluding proper names, 
are used to describe North American moving image 
collections indexed at the shot level; 
to estimate the rate of growth of term creation in these 
tools; 
* to discover to what degree the kxical concepts are simi- 
lar among the various tools; and 
* to evaluate the possibility of creating a universal index- 
ing vocabulary for general collections of moving images, 
those that represent everyday objects and events. 
In this article we look at the background information to 
the study, after which we describe the method used to 
collect the data. The results are then given along with 
discussion of them, followed by conclusions we might 
draw from this research. 
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Both still and moving images can be divided into three 
broad categories: art images, documentary ilnages and 
"ordinary" images, each requiricg its own type of organi- 
zation. The proliferation of supports and the changing 
context (brought about first by she arrival of computer 
technology and then the networking of resources) are 
the driving forces behind a great deal of work in retool- 
ing and rethinking work methods, but they do not change 
this fundamental {if arbitrary: classiEcation. Nor does 
the shift from analogue ro digital images. Thus, there is a 
great deal of work to do, but the guiding principles re- 
main the same. 
The many new system and ever nore efficient technolo- 
gies for capturing and processing moving !=ages require 
the establishment. of effecrive nanagerr,enr systems. It is 
necessary to be able to find any specific shot il: a particu- 
lar collection rapidly and efficiently. 'Nfthout the estab- 
lishment of new methods for storage and retrieval of 
moving images, these valuable resources will get lost in 
a hopeless j ~ m b l e  of useless data. 
Research in the area of storage and retrieval of moving 
images takes place using two distinct approaches with little 
in common (Cawkell 1992, 180). The low-Ievel or con- 
tent-based approach is the focus of work by computer sci- 
ence researchers. This approach involves the statistical 
manipulation of pixels to get informarfon about coior pre- 
ponderance arid arrangement, recognition of textures, ?a:- 
terns, boundaries, objects, scene detection and so on. The 
high-level or concept-based approach is the focus oi work 
by information science researchers. This approach invcives 
human generatioc of rmiadata subsrantially assisted by 
compnter technology (semi-automatic], as well as auto- 
matic generation of high-levei  etada data. The general fo- 
cus of this approach is finding ways to generate shot-level 
indexing automaticaiiy from texr created during the pre- 
production, production, and post-production sages, such 
as dosed captioning, audio description, acd production 
scripts. The two research streams are complementary, and 
the best information systems for storage and retrievai of 
~ o v i n g  images will need to incoporate both approaches. 
The rapid buildup of coiieclions and the need to comnm 
nicate berween systems via nerwcrks add urgency ro the 
need for development of conmon methods for stcrage and 
retrieval. One important contributor to communication 
would be a commca rhesaurus for shot-level indexing. 
One model widely used in image indexing, based on the 
work of the art historian Erwin Panofsky (19551, identi- 
lies three ievels of irterpretation. The first, which 
Panofsky calls pre-iconographic, deals with the prinlary 
or "naturai" subject of an inage. T3e second, icono- 
graphic, has to do with secondary or convectional sub- 
ject matter. The third, iconoiogic, deals with symbolic 
!evels of interpretation. Shatford (1986; e ~ ~ p h a s i z e s  the 
firs: and second ievels, and tracslates them inro the 
"ofness7' and the "aboutcess" of a picture. What is it a 
picture of? What is the picture aboui? These levels also 
correspond rather closely to the ideas of denotation and 
connotation in the area of se=iotics. 
Whether they are stiii or moving, pictures contain a great 
variety of information and can have difierec'l meanings 
for different viewers {Shatford l386,42). This fact can ol 
ccurse be a source of problems in workicg out Prniforn 
methods for describing pictures for purposes of storage 
and retrieval. For stockshois, i?. has been snggested that 
only tke primary level is reaiiy useful (Xrner 1993, 12), 
Most moving image coliections described at the shot Zevei 
are indexed this wax and ?.he descriptors necessary for 
representing the visual con te~ t  simpiy name the objects, 
LC& 3r a persons and events found in the shots (e.g., a - -+ 
chair; rather than abstract notions (e.g., comfort or se- 
reniry). From this perspective, using a :hesaurus as an 
indzxing tool is of great interest. The lexical and struc- 
turd control such a tool offers zan contriSuie greatly to 
in~proving access to the content of colleceiocs, to reduc- 
ing noise (i.e., too many hits) and silence &e., too few 
hits; in retrieval, to improving precisioz and ultimateiy 
to satisfying users by giving them what they need with- 
out requiring a great investment of their time. 
The deveiopnent of thesauri is based on rules and prin- 
cipies speiied out in internationai n o r m  (Zudon 1994, 
75-76). Thesauri are dynamic took that are adaptable to 
new reaiiries and new needs of ?he collections tha":sf 
them. The content can constantly be qdated and improved 
ro meet the needs of users, especiaiiy v~hen database sok- 
ware is nsed for managing the thesaurus, Rowever, rhis 
tool Is relatively exclusive, and is usnaly developed to 
nanage the vocabulary of a particular are2 of endeavor 
and that of a particuiar grosp of users ?Ian S l - ~ e  1987, 
i17). Unlike classification systezs and lists ef subject head- 
ings, thesauri are no*: encyclopedic. Yet such a rhesaurus, 
gezeral yet encoEpassicg, is what is needed for t k  shot- 
Ievef description of Eoving image collections. 
A few :k.esauri have been created specifically for index- 
ing visual docn~~en:s such as art images, photos, slides 
and pians. Perhaps rhe best knowc of these is the Art 
 UP?^ ArciLitectrlre Thesnxrrls (20GIj managed by the GeEy 
Foundation. The offers a standardized terrr,inology 
< - 
or aoout 40,300 expressions ccvering art ar,d architec- 
ture from antiquity to the present day. The Tlresanrus for 
Graphzc 1"dzterials (2001;, published Sy the Library of 
Congress, offers descr$tors for indexing printed pictures, 
photos, drawings, cartoocs, posters and arckitecturai 
drawings. in Canada, the National ? i ia  Board's thesas- 
rus for indexing stockshots is also of use. In addition, 
there are a nu-xber of visual rhesauri avaiiabie. T3ese 
take the approach of using pictnres instead cf text to rep- 
resent other pictures (Xasmussen 1997, 1821, offering a 
clear advantage in a nuitilingual environ~~ent.  The _AIRSPA 
Visual Thesmrus is an exar.pie of ?his type of tool. 
The work of developing a thesaurus is campiex, requir- 
ing a sequence of stages and inteIlectual operations which 
information : 
lead ro making a number of decisions. The stage of build- 
ing tke lexicon is of primary importance. Whether the 
descriptors come from reference sources, from 
ber sf words, covering only common names, 
wouId be sufficient for describing everyday persons, 
objects and events scch as they are represented in gen- 
erai visual collections. If t E s  proves to be true, then a 
common indexing vocabulary for these collections can 
proba5lg be created, 
&fFi+ho&$.crz.i$ 
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Thirty-three organizations were identified as gotential par- 
ticipazts iir, our study. Criteria for participation in the study 
inclueed having a coilection of non-art moving images that 
had been in operztion for at least five years, and that the 
collection be indexed at the shot level. Each organization 
received a c  information kit about the project, along with 
an invitation to participate. Follow-up e-rnails and tele- 
phone ca3s conpleted our attempts to recruit participants. 
Twen~y-two respocses were obtained (67 percent). Eieven 
organizations (53 percent) agreed to participate, a ~ d  nine 
others (41 percent) declined. These latter were mostly from 
the private sector, for which the advancement of research 
is not necessarily a priority and for which information about 
collect,ions is often considered proprietary. Two organiza- 
tions 19 percent) which showed initial interest were nn- 
able to foilow up. The eleven organizations which agreed 
t~ ~anicipate managed a total of 14 collections. 
Participating organizations responded to a questionnaire 
containing four distinct sections: identification of the 
milfeu, characterization of the collections, methods of coi- 
Iection management and characterization of the lexical tools 
used for indexing and retrieval. Structured follow-up in- 
terviews with personnel closely associated with the index- 
ing tools in these organizations helped compleie the infor- 
mation from the questionnaire. These persons also had 
intimate knowledge of the milieu, the coliections and the 
aools used for collection management. The on-site inter- 
views were also helpful in obtaining additional useful in- 
formation related to the study. S~metimes these visits also 
made it possible to obtain usefuI documentation, such as 
a copy of part of the thesaurus used or of the indexing 
policy in force. The participating organizations were very 
helpful and cooperative in sharing information useful to 
our study, when such information was available. 
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Each of the organizations that supplied data has its own 
structure and work methods. Time and production con- 
straints are very important. Sometimes these are such that 
work is duplicated because nateriai cannot be found in 
time to meet a deadline, for e x a ~ p l e  within an hour of a 
request from production staff. in addition, budget re- 
straints always meaE pressure to try and do more with 
august . , 
Zess. These severe constraints are difficult to reconcile 
with the investment of time and effort necessary for de- 
veloping good iools for managing ccliecrions. 
In our s ~ u d y ~  severai names were given for the sites where 
collections are housed, sometimes even within an orga- 
nization. The term "stockshor library" was csed by seven 
of the crganizations. "Archives center" was :he preferred 
term for five of the sites. Other denominations included 
‘%idea art distributor" alrd "news video archive." 
The ccblections. Seven of the fonrteen collections :hat sup- 
plied data are mixed, covering both general and specific 
topics. The material includes filn:, cEps of news footage 
and cther public-interest material. Tke ccllections in cur 
study were ciosely tied to television networks a ~ l d  film 
production studios. A broad range of genera: and specific 
subjects are necessary to responC to the needs of the var- 
ied c!iecteles of these ccllections. Three collections (21 
PC-. +:cent) were of a general nature, and oniy two (14 per- 
cent) described themselves as specialized. Interestingiy, 
two of the collections were unable to iit thernseives into 
these categories. Twelve of the fourteen collections {86 
percat) were less than 50 years old. 
Table I provides an overview of the =ateria'; available in 
the various collectiocs we smdied. 
The nateriai is varied, ranging from 8 mn: film to o~ricaI 
disks, and this is characteristic of ?he broad range of sup- 
ports on which aoving inages can be stored. No; sur- 
prisingly, the most representative supports are 16 mm 
and 35 mr: fiin~, acd the video formats 3/4" 'v'-Matfc and 
Bctacam. 
The size cf the coliecrions we studied was iEpressive. 
The data given in table 2 (see page 212 provides only a 
partial view of t i e  importance of :he colkctions man- 
aged by the participaring arganizations, 
For t3e mlost part, t3e only way to measure this was by 
the number of titles. 1nfor;xation +bout the cur:Ser of 
viewing hours was either su r~mary  ox not available 
(n/a), and surprisingly, 30 institution was able to sup- 
ply data about the voiume of the coilecticns (measured 
ir_ linear feet or meters', . 
Description m d  indexing. Given the size of the coiiec- 
tions and their %st rate of growth, rhe role of computers 
iz rna:;aging them has bee2 considered essential for some 
time now. The participating instituticns aii had databases 
with coEpiex strucmres which fostered more or Zess ef- 
fective retrieval of pic:nres representing specific sitcations 
or cbjects. This is reflected in the description and index- 
ing practices. Almost ail of the coilections (II/14 or 79 
percent) are cataioged ard indexed by titie or whole docu- 
n.ent. This is cot suzprising in view of the ease in obtain- 
ing this informatioc and cf its importance for retrieval. 
Some of the collections inre studied were described and 
indexed more deeply, at the sequence level 15/14 or 36 
~ercen:: or at the shot level (8/ii: ox 57 percent), Five 
organizations catalog and index at all :hree levels (title, 
. . 
sequence, shot;. Five organizations aiso sa:a they index 
at other levels than those we had suggested, for example, 
v . - T  &ng a reel of film as the indexing rrxit. 
Most of the collec'ions were indexed at, the first and sec- 
ond ieveis of mealring Sorrowed fro= Pacofsky. Surpris- 
ingly, five of the coalections were also apparently indcxed 
a: the :%rd cr syzbolic level, usually thought to be iim- 
ited to the world of afi. However, nom indexed only at 
this ievel without aiso using the ather levels. 
Four coIiecLons indexed us;ng five descriptors or fewer 
:on average) per shot. The highest average number of 
descriptors permitted per shot was IS, and tbis figure 
was the case for rbree collections. Two other coilections 
?ad 33 maximum nurnber. I c  all cases, the maximum 
nu=ber of descriptors actually assigned depended on ":e 
indexing policy when there was one, sr  on the capacity 
af the automafed information system rn ase. 
Regarzing the degree to which Indexicg practice was stmc- 
tured, a continuum oi situations -was found in the c a l k -  
tions studied. At one extreme, there was no control at all 
over indexing practice [everything is indexed, or notkng 
is indexed). At the ather end ci the coc;inuum was index- 
ing tailored to IBe coliection :;sing 2 thesaurus specifically 
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developed for this purpose. Between these two extremes, 
controls on indexing practice inciuded using the Library 
of Congress Subject Headings or some adaptation of 
these, using a list of keywords developed for the pur- 
pose, or some simple ciassificatory structure, as well as 
combinations of various techniques. This continuum of 
practice reflects the double tendency highlighted by 
Cawkell (5992) of maximum use of computer technol- 
ogy combined with techniques well established in the 
area of information science. Only rarely is a formal in- 
dexing policy in use, and unfortunately we were unabie 
to consult any at all. 
Table 3 shows the types of indexing languages used for 
representing the content of the collections in our study. 
Keywords, taken from natural language and with nc con- 
trols over the form they take nor the precise meaning 
assigned, are used in 7/14 (50 percent) of the collec- 
tions. Subject headings are used in 6/14 (43 percent) of 
the collections. A classification scheme is used for in- 
dexing 3/14 (2: percent! of the coilections. The classifi- 
cation schemes we found in use are in-house schemes 
developed in response to local needs. During the visirs 
our research assistant made to follow-up on the ques- 
tionnaire participants filled out, we were able to con- 
firm that the systems in use for managing at least six of 
the collections also permitted full-text searching; how- 
ever, only two had mentioned this possibility in respocse 
to the questionnaire. Finally, vocabularies in the "other" 
category include a list of technical terms specific to the 
area of film, and a list of geographic descriptors. 
In our study, an organization generally used more than 
one indexing tool for each OF several of its collections. 
The r~ajority of participating institutions said they use 
between two and six different vocabulary-management 
toois to represent the content of their coliections. 
Thesauri. Six of eleven organizations used one or several 
tools identified by them as being a thesaurus. Two collec- 
tions used a commercial thesaurus, one used a mixed 
thesaurus, and five had an in-house thesaurus. Two other 
collections were indexed u s i ~ g  thesaurus-like tools. The 
six thesauri we were able to conszlt were presented in 
the usual form of alphabetical lists of descriptors. Spe- 
cialized coverage was found m five of these tools, while 
oniy one could be described as truly general. The termi- 
nology can be described as "everyday" in three of the 
thesauri. and was more formal in the other three, 
Several of the questions in our questionnaire had to do 
with the lexical content of the thesauri (e.g., total num- 
ber of terms, of terms that were not descriptors, of proper 
names and so on). Unfortunately, it was next to impos- 
sible to collect precise data about this type of informa- 
tion from the participating instftutions. As it turned out, 
most of the thesauri are managed by proprietary software 
that was unable to generate statistics useful to us. Be- 
cause of this, the figures given in table 4 are mostly esti- 
mates derived fron lexical sanrpies taken from the the- 
sauri to which we were given access. The flgures given 
are thus presented as only an attempt at an indication of 
the great variation in the number of terms found in the 
tools in use. 
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W e  oSserve the iEporiant proportion o f  terms [almost 2 
third i n  each tool) that are proper nouns (names o f  per- 
sons, o f  instilubions, or o f  geographical places). VJe also 
note the small proportion o f  terms ot5er than descrip- 
tors. Frorn this we  can deduce that the tightening o f  vo- 
cabulary b y  synonym ccntrol has not taken piace and 
that the efficiency o f  the toois for retrieval is thus weak- 
ened. Terms ?ha: are included i n  :he various thesauri coEe 
from a number o f  sources, such as genera: and special- 
ized reference sources, user queries and existing seman- 
tic networks srnch as those found ir, orher thesauri. 
Most o f  the thesauri i n  use in the yrticipating organiza- 
tions had an  explicir relational structure connecting de- 
scriptors b y  relations of equivalence, o f  hierarchy and o f  
various kinds o f  associations. Bnly one had cross-la-  
guage associations (a biIinguai English-French thesan- 
rus; ali others used oniy Englishj, but ail six had hierar- 
chical and associative reiationships, and four o f  the six 
had some control o f  synonyms. The  fact that only four o f  
the six thesauri used some kind o f  controi over concep- 
tual and terrninoiogical equivalence again suggests that 
semantic control is oniy partiai and so it is probably sorne- 
what ineffective. However, the simiIar strudures suggest 
?hat norms for thesaurus constrncticc were nevefi-theiess 
considered. 
The effectiveness o f  tools for vocabulary management can 
oniy be maintained if the lexical and relational content is 
kept up-to-date. The  responses to our questicn concern- 
ing the f r e q e n c y  and the regxlarity o f  updates showed 
that for three o f  the six thesauri, this was done as needed, 
changes being immediate and integrated dycamicailp into 
the database. In the other three cases, one was updated 
daily, one weekly and one irmgulariy. 
For three o f  the thesauri, a single person was respcnsiSle 
for updating the thesanrus and for m a k n g  decisions about 
controliing and expandicg the semanric networks. In ?he 
case o f  znother thesabirirs, two  people were respcnsible 
far irs upkeep, and for ;he w o  remaining thesauri ali the 
users contributeb to the updating qeraricns Formal pro- 
cedures or guirlelines for updating these tools were not 
always available. 
Updating a thesaurus has largely ro do with creating new 
descriptors. Responses to our question about the nuEber 
o f  new descriptors added annaali.ji were rather suqrising. 
Half oi the thesauri were increased by  a maxirnum of SO 
new descriptors annualiy, while the other half were in- 
creased b y  more than 339. W e  might wonder abou? the 
causes for the disparity i n  these tools which, concepcialiy 
at least, should be rather simiiar. However, zaczgers of 
the thesauri we  studied were unable to say wit2 any cer- 
tainty which prop~n"Lio~ o f  the terminology i,-;_cluded at 
the time the data was collected had been included by  the 
end o f  the first, the ihird and rhe fifth years o f  the exist- 
enre o f  the thesaurus, nor at what monen t  the rate o f  
term creation had leveled o f f  and aftained its presect iwei .  
iVhile it may be fairly clear that the cnEber of ?eras nec- 
essary for indexing a generzl coliertion of moving images 
reaches a peak after which cnly few r,ew terns  need to be 
added, the data we obta.iced does not permit 3.s ro identify 
where that peak is situated. 
Lexical axrrlysis. An analysis o f  " I e  ensre lexical content 
o f  the various took  that were made available to  n s  would 
be ideal. However, i n  view o f  the resources available for 
doing this and the large nunber  o f  t e r m  contained i n  
the tools we  studied, such an  undert&5rg was i ~ ~ o s -  
sible. The  rather summary observations that foliow are 
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bases on a sample of aii the t e r m  beginci.ng with the 
. . letters F> Z and ik in the seven tools (tkesaurl, xeyword 
and subject headings lists] to which we had access. The 
three ietters of the alphabet we used w-ere rando=$ se- 
iected from the 15 letters of the alphabet which fell in the 
mid-range oi a minimnn of 900 English words to a maxi- 
mum of 5,009 words beginning with Chose letters. The 
letters ontside :his range were eiiminated on the Sasis of 
having too few words beginning .&ti7 them to be usefui, 
or too many wosds beginning with the= to be =anage- 
able. The caicciations were based on the content of tkree 
English-French dictionaries, Larcusse (199.3), Hanap's 
{1978) and Robert-Collins (1-387). 
Words Char were represented by nzmbers, as well as prcper 
names of persons, organizations or titles of bocks, songs. 
films, etc., were reEoved fro= the data. The remaining 
t e r m  were coXbiced into a sin@ list of 2,292 distinct 
terms. 3 f  tbis number. 1,858 (81 percent; represenr con- 
crete objects or entities and 434 (19 percent; represent 
abstract mtlons of the kind that are =ore zseful for in- 
dexing at the second or third levels borroweG from 
Panofsky, 
Tzble 5 gives the freq:~eccy of t e ras  in seves vocabulary 
managenent toois. 
As we can see in table 5, a large proportion of the terms 
are found in only one tool, and oniy seven of the 2,292 
terms are present ic ail seven vocabulary-management 
toois we analyzed. Considering the simiiary of the type 
of con te~ t  heid in the coilections managed by rhe partici- 
pating institutions, these results are suf~rrising. In addi- 
tion, they do not s ~ ~ p p o r t  our hypothesis to the effect that 
the cumber of t e r ~ s  secessary for indexing general col- 
iections of moving images might be rather iimited, and 
that the terms Amight well be the sane frc.m one. too! to 
anotherr. 
Eowever, we are unabie to conciude anything definieive 
fro= this analysis. More than likely there are a large num- 
ber of syconym among the descriptors wirh z freqzeacy 
of i. Groaping the terms by concepts r:ight shed some 
light on this. Furthermore, additional grcnpirg would 
become possible ccce t s r m  represecting id~ztical or sin:- 
lar notions but at diffcrect hierarchicai levels were iQen- 
tified. 
ough we were unabie to complete this study as we 
had hoped, for iack of availaSie data, we were able ?c 
confirm the great disparity ix? tools and meih~ds  used for 
representing the conten1 of moving image ccliections that 
practitioners cbserve wideiy. 
Ti-ie data inre were able to coiiect confirms that despite 
the absence of personnel iormaily traiced in isformation 
management rechclques, and despite a great deai of pres- 
sure froa the very ccinpetitive envircnmest in wkich they 
function, the participating organizations managed to re- 
+.: ,,eve useful infor~al ion within reasonable delays. Ci- 
ten this seenls to be nore a function of fast conpuder 
technology than of good information nanagexent. We 
do not know whether rhe material re-frrieved is the best 
available frmm the database, cciy that it wi!i do for  he 
purposes at band. Even public-sector orgacizations have 
scmcfirnes Seen reduced :o this state because severe bud- 
get cu'Ls in the last decade or so have forced then to loosen 
+' ~ n e  tight management methods they had developed and 
to abandon their caref:il methods of analysis in favor of 
ssumnary practices. 
Wi! the particiaring organizations in our study skewed 
interest in our project and its hypctheses. In addition, 
all found interesting acd Ccaisie the idea of a commcn 
thesaurus for =anaging general moving izage coliec- 
tions of everyday persons; objects and events. In the 
context of other researck projects we have undertakec, 
and in lighr of the results of analysis of other Iexical 
data, we are srudying the possibiity of creating and test- 
ing such a thesaurus. &> 
The deadline to be considered for the 2QO3 award 
%$ February, 2663 .  Ta f ind out more, go to 
www.sla.arg and type in keyv~oad "GsidspM" in  the 
search field or contact John Latham at 202-938- 
3639 or Jd?n@$h.org. 
.;A>\: <,; <" \ 
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terms "Digital Library" mean t o  them. T5 some, i t  i s  a wonderful technological advancement that allows users t o  find 
bits and pieces of essentiat information without leaving the comfort of their own desks, To others, i t  i s  potential, 
bringing promise of a day when a user can find an article with the information he or she wants and go straight t o  a 
full-text copy. But for some, the digital lfbrary has the potential of becoming an avalanche, burying users under Loads 
s f  information, and leaving them without the tools they need t o  dig themselves out. 
This month, P ~ ~ f o r n e t i o ~  Outlook spoke with several in- 
formation professionals concerning the digital library and 
the affect it has had upon them. Mary Talley has, in her 
role as a consultant, guided a number of iibl-aries into 
rhe digital world. Laura Cronk's facility discarded the 
physical card catalog in 1985 and has been gradually 
implementing digitization since 1998. 
The final interview features three iibrarians from corpo- 
rate giant 3M-Barbara Peterson, Kristin Oberts and 
Mariana Cyr. The company is a rare case, in that it began 
storing digital infomation back in the '60s. While 3M made 
this available to its information knowledge workers in the 
1980s, librarian Kristin Oberts sees her company's digiti- 
zation effort as something that will not end any time soon. 
"W-e have watched this tracsition from print to electronic, 
but we still feel we have one foot in each environment," 
she said. 
As you wili read below, she is not alone in these sentiments. 
I think you will get different answers 
different people, it means different 
things in different information environments. It can mean 
replacing commercialiy available print materials with 
commercially available electronic resources. This was al- 
ready happening to some exterat by the mid- to late 1980% 
in mostly sci-tech libraries. The librarians in them were 
performing research using only electronic databases to 
locate do cum en;^ and were acting primarily as informa- 
tion brokers. During this time, outside of Lexis and 
Westlaw, electronic resources were used mostly as indexes 
to identify the full-text print version. Although the legal 
profession has had access to the fnll-text electronic ver- 
sions of many primary print resources since the mid- 
1970s, it's been my experience that law libraries have 
been more reluctant than other special libraries to swap 
out electronic for print and "go" digital or virtual, be- 
cause their users have resisted it. 
It can also mean replacing intercally produced print docu- 
ments with digital versions. In the mid-1980s, CD technol- 
ogy, which has never been very satisfying or user-friendly, 
made it possible to place large amounts of material onto 
CDs. Meanwhile, LAN technology made it possible to dis- 
tribute access through networks to remote users. 
It wasn'r until the advent of the Internet and the Web, in 
the mid- to late 1990s, that becoming a virtual operation 
was a viable option for infornration centers, By the late 
1990s, it wasn't unusual to see information centers whose 
user population needed primarily current data abandon- 
ing their paper collections altogether, with the exception 
of maybe their journals. The Internet 2nd the Web inter- 
face have had the greatest impact on the ability to go 
digital, bringing along not just zlccess to content but also 
the technology. Intranets and advances in Web search 
technology over the last several years have meant that 
electronic content can be retrieved more effectively. 
,- 7 .  I think providing access to an unimited namber 31 
p i n t  resources for an increasingly remote user base has 
been more of a driver rhan space or econoxic constrarnts. 
Economically, costly and unpredxtable site iicenses, the 
cost of the techcoBogy itself, highly skilIed staff and end- 
irser training costs ~ a k e  
it =ore expensive to cre- 
ate a digital. virtual in- 
formation cer,ter. IWe 
have had more than one 
client (aanagement, not 
librarians) , whose initial 
attraction to a v i r t a l  
operation was for :ts ex- 
pected cost-savings po- 
tential-in both staff and 
materials. We have broken more than one client's babble 
-with the news that costs a a y  weli rise lx-iti an increase 
in electronic media 
Reducing :he size of a very large print cclleci,ion has been 
a driver for some of our clients if a savings can be real- 
ized on ihe cost of space. There are many reasons to move 
to electronic media and access, but saving ~ o n e j 7  is gen- 
erally cot one cf then. 
roadecing access to resources for information-needy 
custcmers and survival. it provides customers, no matter 
their location, with immediate, ubiquitous access ro a 
teme~dozls amount of i n f ~ r ~ a t i o n .  For informatien cen- 
ters, a driving resson is tc remain competitive as an in- 
formation provider. iKiitir the advent okhe Internet, mazy 
people now have access to electronic infor~al lon at their 
desktop wikhout the intervention of the i n f ~ r ~ a t i o n  cen- 
ter. The informatien consumers in the corporate world 
are generally very savvy users af the Interne: and have 
been using electronic media for a long tine, at home and 
at work. And, they compare their experiences using out- 
side electronic ififormation prodncts against their experi- 
ences using the infor~at ion center as a service provider. 
Those information centers that have aot understood this 
and taken advantage of technology to enkance their cus- 
toners' experience have been more or iess shut cut. A 
phenomenon X have seen is that fi?,ose instituticns that 
have remained priEarily brick-and-~ortar either have 
been or are i c  danger of being margfnaiized by vi3ual 
entities-whether that is the Interne:, a company's 
intranet or the ekchonic products of another li:=rary. 
For the user to who rixe and the currency of informa- 
tion is critical, desktop access to digital information is 
pcwerfui-they Con't have tc explain a conplicated re- 
ques: to an intersediary or waSt for :he answer. Access 
to digitized, internai ififormation via an intracet vzstiy 
increases the sense of cc~ t ro l  and pGwer o v e ~  i ~ f o r x a -  
rion rsneval, by c o ~ b i n i n g  access tr: expert knowledge 
:within the company io exrernal data access. Ir @roadens 
the aaour,l of available inforniatlon tre~endousiy. 
My perspective 
comes mostly fro= the 
focus groaps I conduct 
~ 2 5  the customers of digita! informatiofi centers and the 
difficulties and frustratioos they have encountered. The 
technology is still evolving, but for thcse infor~at!on 
centers that began tc digitize and virtuaiize five years 
ago, the technoiogy was very new and it prozised a great 
deal. The end-users were very exc-ied 337 ti?,? possiSiiiPies 
and pushed 4cr digirization; ?oo. As electronic becane 
increasingly available, prim .;y-as eliminated azd services 
We-c L:L - priaaPily proviaed electroni~aiiy~ 
iiowever, the technology a ~ d  eiectronic fomats were not 
always up to the user's expectations. Yetworks were un- 
stabie, intranet interfaces were difficult to use and data 
was buried, Customers worried about tke ifsn- 
what if the network is down and rhere is not print backup! 
Search engines were crude. The search fnnctionaiity of 
iniranets was nct what rhe nsers mere used to on the 
Internet. TG the focus groups ! conducted, :@is always 
surfaced as a ~ a j o r  stumbling block. Customers expected 
their intranet's search kxctionality [and the prodncts the 
inforEagion center was offering] ta xatch that of Excite 
or whatever Web interface they w7em using at the time. 
They became disgrun','led users w3en the inira~et's search 
engine retrieved irrelevant infarmarion or what they 
termed as "data duLaps." 
Another prcblerr. was with the suitability cf the foraat to 
the miterial. In our rush to provide digital inforaation, 
we sometimes forgoa to ask the customer about the usabil- 
ity of the icrmats. SoEe materials, like lengthy treatises; 
do not yet translate well into the existing electronic for- 
mats. Our customers -were used to print znd just because 
the technology was avaiiable did not Dean it always pm- 
vided the most appropriate *nedium for the content. 
In our desire to irqrove a~cessibiiity~ we replaced print 
anyway with the eiectronic and often the eiectroxic was 
not on par with the print-and people still wanted, even 
insisted en, some print resources. Many people in my 
focus grocps said they missed the serendipity of locating 
information by browsing in the stacks. 
Informatior, centers soon realized that while they were 
trying 10 get rid of the print, there was a need to provide 
access to some print products one way or another. Sev- 
eral of my clients began to make arrangements wirh 
Internet-base6 book vendors and facilitating their cus- 
tomers' prrrchasing print: they provided the customer 
service end of things, managing the vendor relationship 
and provding access. Although they are no longer buy- 
ing the books, they are brokering the access. 
I think it really depends on their information center's 
customers and their information needs. If the user popu- 
lation needs current, real-time icforrnation, there may be 
no need to retair, print materials. You may find journals. 
but not print monographs. If the customer base requires 
historical data and performs in-depth research, then some 
print materials wiII be retained. 
, -  _ I would say we are in tfie process of 
going digitai. Ours is a library that serves all functions, 
from early discovery to commercialization, so not ail w.a- 
teriais are available electronicaliy. But because our site is 
becoming so large and we are a giobai company, there 
are drivers for the library to become more digital. Peopre 
prefer to work from their desktop and it's not always con- 
venient to come to the library. I think going digital is 
driven by the speed of business and where we are (as a 
society), technology-wise. 
2, Some people still want print, and it rends to be things 
like medical journals, where advertisements aren't in- 
cluded in an electronic version. Some things that are high- 
definition ( X K ~  color photographs), people still want in 
paper. I think people are still grappling with how you 
browse electronically. I think it took time for users to get 
used to the electronic, but I think now they enjoy it. 
However, one of the pushbacks we've heard from a lot of 
customers is how they are used to being able to take a 
journai with them when traveling. Now they need to Iook 
at an online table of contents before they leave and print 
out the articles they would like to  read. 
- , . 
:..:.. 1 think the hardest thing was keeping our users aware 
of what we were providing, as well as letting them know 
what is realiy available on the Internet for free. We have 
to work hard at informing users of the services we offer, 
because if they think it's all free on the Internet, you 
start having budget problems. It is a lot of work to pro- 
vide reliable access to our electronic collection, especially 
with electronic journals right now. We are finding it takes 
more time to keep our electronic journals up-and-run- 
ning than with the resources we were investing in the 
management of a paper collectioc. 7 think users need a 
lot more training, now that we're using more electronic 
tools, they need to know how to use them efficiently. 
--, What I hope, over time, is that publishers will im- 
prove the way electronic journals are offered-right now 
it is by IP address. Each publisher offers their own jour- 
nal, they are no: using a service that allows them to be 
consolidated. 
Hopefully, we can save noney by offering training to 
those people. I also think there is the opportunity to use 
Web-based training, which is convenient for people from 
their desktop. 
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-, The amouct of information available Is 2 large prob- 
Ienr. Users don't want 'data duEps: they want rhings that 
am very summarized, analyzed and cioser to wha: they can 
use for a decision point. 1 think they get, fms'lrared with the 
amount of infozrmathn out there-1s ir timely? 1s it accu- 
rate? Bow do 1 find the things 1 real$ want? I think there is 
a Ic: of hope that text-mining toois wiii make that easier :o 
do. But I don't t h i ~ k  we're tfrere today. For sone ",ings, I 
think we still nee6 a 
trained idormation sci- 
entist to interview the di- 
ent ir, order to mderstznd 
the decisions they are try- 
ing to make, in ?urn pro- 
viding a very tight infor- 
nation package. 
', Some of ir is b..li&ng a strong relationship with your 
IT department. In cnr group, we have two people with 
very strocg IS/IT skills, as well as information science 
an5 library skills. IS/IT (Icforrnation Sysrem, informa- 
tiorr Technoiogy) ar,d IS&L {informatxm Science and L:- 
brary) are different. One is a conduit and the orher one is 
aII about content. I thiak you have to forge a strocg rela- 
tionship, becaase ISLA recuires more IT support. 
There are issues with getting the organization on a TWeb 
page and having it make sense to your nsers. I think some- 
times, as information professionals, we are guiity ef not 
getting enough input froE our users-what makes sense 
to them, how do they think when looking for inforrnztion 
on a Web site? We use several advisory groups made ~2 of 
customers to help as  review the usability of om Web site. 
I think another thing that has 5een a step backward is 
many vendors as26 to be co~solidators and hosts of data- 
bases. A lot of publishers have gone back and are becom- 
icg the provider and producer of a digital pi-oducA i, r : ~ C a  
ing a situation in which yo2 have to deal with r ~ o r e  ven- 
dors. This also creates an interface difference for each 
prodnc?. We hear from our users, 'We want two or three 
interfaces that we have to iearc.' Each different product 
interface requires more training. The issue of c o ~ ~ ~ r i g h t  
is also raised now. 
Another area that we are siili grap~iing wkh is usage 
stat:stics. It used to be easier to track usage stats via dom- 
ment delivery reques~s and trser password. Now that we 
have access to electronic jo~zrnals and database access by 
site or concurrect usage, it is more difficult to coiiecr us- 
age statist;cs. This informaticn is rerjzired to determine 
what to rerew, cancei and add. Of course, vendors want 
to charge for potential usage. We want 4 0  pay a fair price 
for our actnal nsage. 
.L For things that people do a lo? of reading for? there is 
still a tendency for people tr; p i n t  it out (if it is eiec- 
zronic). I4Je still get a lot 
of requests for books. 
V7e would have to see 
lurthrr development in 
making electronic ccn- 
tent =ore tactiie. i know 
'&ere was a project with 
Princeton U~iversity? of
how to make a video 
=onitor more like an  
~. 
electronrc mok, where 
csers almost bad f3.e feel 
of turning a gage. Z think it would have to 5eccme more 
comfortable for users to read elec;ronicai%y. 
I Oa thick there's a need for a physical space, whe~her in 
houses $oaks 3r journals. I ~ h h k  ~ e o p l e  ~ e e d  a library 
or icformatioa hub ir: order to meet .pith others and have 
scmepiace t~ consult an information professional. 
Dur users are 3M kcowledge 
ny disciplines and Eucctions in- 
ciudicg sales, marketing, engineering, research and de- 
velopment and managemenr. 3M is a global company with 
employees in 65 countries. The desktop access we have 
created is available to all 3Mers worldwide. 
2- Cur eledronic library, which we narGed ATLAS, is 
on 3161's intranet and has content from hundreds of pu5- 
Iishers and producers. 
: We began to create digital repositories in the 'GOs, 
specifically for internal technical knowledge. In the mid- 
'80s, we began to make that digital content available to 
3M employees at their desktops, along with our electronic 
library catalog and internally developed engmeering sup- 
plier catalog database. 
When 3M scientists authored in- 
ternal tezhnical reports, we collected and archived them 
eiectronicaiiy, creating a searchable database of the ab- 
stracts. Then, in the mid-'80s, we made that database 
avaiiabie to employees at their desktops. The focus from 
the 1960s to the 1980s was on in-house, e-generated 
information. During that time period we were also ac- 
quiring external e-generated information for current 
awareness services and research. Starting in the mid- 
to late 1980s, we began to make external content avaii- 
able electronically (for example, First Search) ar the 
desktop. 
:: Access to the Internet raised people's expectations, 
even though they may not have known how to navigate 
it or what to expect in terms of content. We saw the avail- 
ability of a universal interface as providing us with ihe 
opportunity to customize and organize the Web for 3M, 
as weii as providing us a new platform for our inter~ally 
produced resources. We are always scanning the market- 
place for premium content that makes sense for 3M. We 
then make this content available to 3M employees glo- 
bally on the ATLAS Electronic Library, which is accessed 
over 80,000 times a month. 
Osr definition of premium content is content we pur- 
chase. We are purchasing content 3Mers can access via 
the Web, but we are also identifying freely available re- 
sources that are reliable. 
: There is so much mformazion available on the AT- 
LAS Electronic Library that one of the real challenges we 
face is helping people navigate through the abundance. 
Our electronic library interface is designed around our 
knowledge of 3Mers' information-seeking behaviors, 
rather than a more classical library science approach. We 
generally approach the organization of the electronic li- 
brary from the viewpoint of solving information prob- 
lems. It is then easier for the end-user to find relevant 
resources that may provide answers to their probiems. 
,:- Because we do answer their information inquiries, 
we have a good understanding of what the business en- 
vironment is like right now-what are the technologies 
users need to znonitor and what are the markets they 
need to be aware of? Knowing that helps us to evaluate 
sources and acquire the resources that will be most use- 
ful to 3M. 
Our electronic iibrary is organized by category. We have 
reference librarians assigned as product managers to over- 
see the categories. For example, the person who has re- 
sponsibility for the patent category is basicaily scouring 
the marketplace for resources to develop the category. 
This keeps our electronic library very dynamic, fresh and 
in touch with what our clients need. 
Last fall we did a return on investment survey (ROI) on 
the ATLAS Electronic Library and found that people re- 
lied heavily on this desktop resource for quick answers 
to their information problems. They rely on Library and 
Information Service staff for more in-depth research work. 
We had very positive feedback to the range of informa- 
tion we make available on our electronic iibrary. We were 
able to group the survey responses by job function. For 
example, we have very good data on how the sales force 
uses ATLAS. We can now use that survey data to provide 
further education, offer tutorials on the Web site and do 
further marketing and positioning of the coctent. 
- ' i think, because we have provided desktop resources 
for people since the mid-'80s, our clients saw this as evo- 
lutionary rather than revolutionary. What we delivered 
when we moved to the Web was more comprehensive, 
easier to navigate and easier to search. 
- We've had a very active end-user program since the 
early '80s. For example, when people were interested in 
searching Dialog, we offered training sessions and they 
learned native Dialog command language. This made the 
migration to ATLAS easier for them. 
Given our diversity, we do not purchase the content for 
the ATLAS Electronic Zsrary and bring it in-hozse. VJe 
make access available to external content on the hcsrs' 
servers via IP authenticadon. 
- - 
_ - in the iate '60s or late '%s, we urchased external 
content for in-house current awareness s e r ~ c e  so we had 
a lot of experience with rhe pros and cons of doing that. 
But our need to meet the diverse requirements of our 
users resulted in a different strategy for the ATLAS Elec- 
tronic Library. One of the downsides of ;his strategy, ixw- 
ever, is ?hat we have nor been able ro provide cur users 
with a single search interface. 
he floodgates have been opened and 
be abie to electronically access the 
full-text of most, if nor ail, the informatioc rescurces they 
need to do their jobs. VJe are not there yet. We am closer 
with some resources than we are with others. ?Ne do have 
access to the fuii-text of patents, ro quite a few journals 
and to some reference sources a ~ d  standard handbooks. 
, - 
2 - In the ROI survex 3Mers reporred how va1:;abie the 
abiiity to link directly to articles was to the=. in the past, 
a user would xake  a request for a doca=ent, and it rvould 
be days or even longer before they received ir. They had 
to put their work aside and wait for the document to 
arrive, The value of being abie to identify the need for a 
document and having immediate access to it has had an 
extremely positive impacr on employee productivityr. 
1 The iicensing models for the varicus services Z n  be a 
pro5iem ro negotiate, particuiariy because we are such a 
broad-based, global company. It 1s true that we have a Ict of 
employees overali, but the percenragr of then: who use a 
particular resource may be very small. That's a difficulty. 
There is a190 a constant monitoring aspect. One day you 
may have access to a resource azd the Gext day you don't. 
Then there is a lot of work that goes into finding out the 
reason and getting it fixed. These are cot prcSlems that 
we deal with every day, but they happen quite often. 
' :' One other key issue that seems to rear its ugly head 
is site-based versus enterprise-wide or global access. Our 
goal is to =ake everything avaiiabie to our constituents 
globally. Yet we know that for any particular resource, 
only a small segment of the popularion that say 5e mideiy 
distributed gecgraphically will actnally be usicg it. We 
can't make those located outsiCe cf St, Paui second-ciass 
citizens. 
ATLAS is available for the global 3M corrrzm.ity. The 
goal of every negotiarian is to enable :he whole giobai 
3M community to have access, if at ail possible. That cre- 
ates very challenging negctiations. 1 think the publishsrs 
are colicerned abour :i.,eir revenue streans. Our goal is not 
to reduce :heir revenue stream, but we want to pay in pro- 
?,- 2.Aon to ail: ac:uai use. -When we nego~ate  with sup- 
plies, cur proposal to them is to garher besci?=ark data ro 
see how 3M uses a resource before they assume ?hat thou- 
sands of people will be accessing the resource. Often, that 
process helps providers understand that even though we 
want to ~ a k e  something available giobaii.y, them n a y  only 
be 75 people who actualiy access it. 
-. 
.; . :-- . The area where we hava made rhe greatest rednciion 
. . 
rs In our paper copies of indexes and abstracts. we have 
reduced the physical size of our Iijraries by 2 sEail 
amount. Most of that cocsolidation has come about for 
sraffing reasons, rather than because cf the electronic 
availability of resources, 
T 7 -  &hen i came to 3M in the mid-'75s; rhere wem eigh'l 
iechnical iijraries on tkis campus and nultipie Zibrary 
subscriptions to r ~ a n y  scienrific jouma:s. Most of that 
redundancy has disappeared, Cost drove that more than 
anything else, The decisions to reduce the redundancy 
preceded the avaiiabiiity of electronic information. 
We still have A 3aser A monograph coilectisns to support our 
bnsiness and research and devekipme~r needs. VJe still 
saintain print journal subscriptions and archives of back 
issues because so much of our researcii is based on knowl- 
edge in :he chemicai and physics Iiteratnre that is 20, 30 
or 40 years old. We need access to thaa information and 
not ail of those joursals are available aiectronically io- 
day, though progress is being made. 
1 think the rssue that we have not resolved is :se Siffer- 
enca between ownlng the back files in paper and l i ce~s -  
k g  zccess 10 the electronic archives. We conrrnue ro man-  
tain a very large prinr archive. This Iijrary system is sene- 
what a n ~ s u a i  coEpared with most other co,~orate Zi'lrar- 
ies, in that we have maintained a journal archive that is 
=uch mare closeiy akin to a 2aiversi:y library system. 
.~ .~ 
:i: As far as I can see can into the Eu'mre, I ?hizk there 
will always be s o a e  paFer" For example, we have a his- 
toric coiiecticn of cheEical trade litera.ture. I cannot iaag- 
ine that wii! ever be availabie elec:ronicailyr, partially 
because the coliecf,ion is unique. 1 believe S M  will ai- 
ways have some speciaiized resources that will need to 
be maintained on paper. &i 
Would you like to tell others how you meet your 
organization's information needs? Take the opportunity 
to share your knowledge with other information profes- 
sionals, June 7-12, 2003, during SLA's Annual Confer- 
ence in New York City. 
You are invited to submit papers discussing the theme 
"Putting Knowledge to Work@." The 2003 conference is  
set to highlight strategies used by member organizations 
that reflect the association's strategic plan - Profession- 
als Putting Knowledge to Work in the 21" Century. Ses- 
sions for the 2003 annual conference wit! focus proper 
attention to the association's future direction. 
The Professional Papers portion of the annual conference 
is an excellent chance for members to share their knowl- 
edge with conference attendees. In addition, all papers 
will be published in the 94th Annual Conference Profes- 
sional Papers. 
......... " 
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August 16, 2002 - Submit at? abstract to Ty Webb via e- 
mail at tywebb75@hotmaiI.com. Abstracts should be ap- 
proximately 250-300 words in length. 
March 16,2003 - Submission deadline for the complete 
text of the accepted paper, as camera-ready copy, to the 
association office. 
Length - Presentation of the paper should be no longer 
than 1.5 minutes. 
' .. 
r.......... ..,., ........... <.: $':...:.:':f.>f.:Fi .::.: :: ?h:'.: r:...; 
In order for a professional paper to be c~nsidered for 
acceptance, the following requirements apply: 
The abstract has been received by the deadline 
* The author (or co-author) is a member of SLA 
The author (or co-author) commits to present the pa- 
per at the annual conference 
Abstracts wiil be judged on the relevance to the confer- 
ence theme, substance and potential member interest. 
Applicants will be notified of acceptance by October 15, 
2003, and will receive full instructions on format for the 
complete text of the professional paper. 
Anthony Blue is SLAk director of public relations. 
With the retirement of Iongtime Executive Director David Bender in August 2 0 0 1  and the departure of his succesor, 
Executive Director Roberta Shaffer in March 2002,  (not t o  mention bylaws, 9/11 and a slowing economy) SLA has 
managed t o  steer through the choppy waters of the asseciation year. 
But a bit of normalcy returned in June. For the 93rd time, 
SLA gathered for its annual conference, this year in Los 
Angeies. Akhough the attendance of more than 4,600 was 
lower than last year, turnout was higher than expected in 
light of travel cutbacks after 9/11. The following is a peek 
at some of the highlights. 
Saturday, June 7-8, several key issues were addressed, in- 
cluding: the i n t e r i ~  employment agreemect for the acting 
executive director; Langan & Associates report on 2002 
spring election; the appointment of the 20C4 Anmal Con- 
ference Program Ccmmittee; the 2002 Research Grant, Re- 
ci$ent; the appointment of the 20C.4 Nomina- 
tion Committee: ;he report on Actions of the Ex- 
ecutive Session; re-conference highlights; the 
2,002 report of the spring AOOC meeting; the 
board policy domment from the bylaws; the 2003 
Association Program Pian; the Branding Task 
Force update; treasurer's remarks and report of 
spring Finance Coamittee meeting; conference 
site selections; capital expenditures; the 2003 
New York Program Committee report; and reports 
from the Networking, AOOC, Scholarship and 
Competeccies Committees. 
The Nominating Committee also completed its 
deliberations for t i e  2003 slate of Board candi- 
dates. The candidaks are: Doris Helfer and Ethel 
M. Saionen for president-elect; Scott D. Trask 
and Brent Mai for division cabinet chair-elect; 
and Karen L. Holloway and Jacquelyn 3. 
ments and preserves contemporary fine art in electronic 
media, as well as showcasing outstanding examples of 
neon signs. SLA President Hope Tillman served as the 
host of the event, which provided a wonderful atmosphere 
of hobnobbing and networking for §LA leaders and fel- 
low members. Attendees were treated to a culturally di- 
verse buffet of music, food and drhk. 
Development Institute deviated from the 
norm this year to focus on preparing leaders for a time of 
potential change. StA's chapter, division and caucus lead- 
ers will be key in educating their members on the impor- 
- 
Knuckle for chapter cabinet chair-elect. 
tance of examining how the association does business, as 
well as encouraging members to vote when they receive 
n was held on Saturday the ballot for a bylaws change. If a bylaws change is ap- 
evenirg at the Museum of Neon Art (MONA) in down- proved, ali SLA units may be examining their own gover- 
town ias  Angeles. The MONA was founded in 1981 and cance structures and guiding docnrnents to align with this 
is the oniy permanect institution of its kind i~ the world. change. Each leader was given the opportunity to person- 
This cultural and educational organization exhibits, docu- alize their Institute learning experience by participating 
36 
in one or multiple roundtable discussions on 23 leader-
ship topics. 
Leadership Day, sponsored by Factiva, was highlighted 
by a luncheon honoring SLA's leaders and featured key-
note speaker, Mary Boone, who spoke on managing 
interactively. Today's technologies offer many modes of 
communicating and managing. It's important to pick the 
right method for the right time. Boone gave helpful tips 
on connecting, informing and engaging people to achieve 
your mission. She outlined five key tips to interactive 
communication: 1. Get over yourself; 2. Make meetings 
satisfying and fun experiences; 3. Ask and Engage (ver-
sus Tell and Sell); 4. Use technology wisely; 5. Apply in-
teractive methods. 
y-· 
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On Sunday, June 9, SLA President Hope Tillman and Act-
ing Executive Director Lynn K Smith kicked off the open-
ing of the 2002 SLA INFO-EXPO (exhibit hall). The theme 
for this year's opening, "A Hollywood Affair," captured 
the golden era of Hollywood's most famous industry. 
Sponsored by LexisNexis, Standard and Poor's and Chemi-
cal Abstract Services, the INFO-EXPO boasted more than. 
400 exhibits showcasing the latest electronic and online 
resources in the information industry. 
The Southern California Chapter of SLA held its 7S'h an-
niversary party at the Richard J. Reardon Central Li-
brary, Los Angeles Public Library on Sun.day, June 9. 
The event featured a variety of dessert dishes and drinks 
for participants who were there to celebrate the South-
ern California Chapter's 75 years of dedication, com-
mitment and excellent service to the association and 
information commllnity. SLA President Hope Tillman 
was on-hand to acknowledge and thank incoming SLA 
President and chapter member Bill Fisher, Chapter Presi-
dent Kathleen Smith, President-Elect Laurel Krump and 
Southern Califomia Chapter members for their diligence 
and hard work throughout the years. 
On Monday, June 10, information management gllm and 
father of modern management science, Peter Drucker, 
amazed a crowd of 3,500 conference par-
ticipants with his wit and management 
expertise. Drucker, informative as he was 
entertaining, spoke on many topics includ-
ing: technology and lltilization of the 
Internet; the importance of librarians in. 
society; and the key to staying active in 
the later years of your life. (See Hlava ar-
ticle on page 40 for more detail.) 
The President's Series Bylav.rs Qllestion & 
Answer was an opportunity for members 
to address concerns about the revised By-
laws Document, which was then voted on 
at the Annual Business Meeting. 
On Wednesday, June 12, in the Los Angeles Convention. 
Center, Pulitzer Prize winner, best-selling author and tele-
vision commentator Doris Kearns Goodwin treated con-
ference participants to a unique history lesson based on 
her life experiences growing up as a kid in New York City. 
She spoke on. such topics as the Brooklyn Dodgers; the 
true meaning of Catholicism in the eyes of a child; intern-
ing in the Johnson White House; Presidents Nixon, Franklin 
Roosevelt and Kennedy; race relations; and women's rights. 
The SLA Annual Business meeting was held immediately 
after the Closing General Session. Hope Tillman presided 
over her final Board of Director's meeting as president of 
the association. The agenda items inclllded: the intro-
duction of SLA 2002/03 Board of Directors; the SLA 
President's Report by Hope Tillman; the SLA Treasurer's 
Report given by Richard Geiger; the SLA Executive 
Director's Report presented by Lynn Smith; the Introduc-
tion of Collette Troham Colliere; and the bylaws vote. 
Tillman presented the outgoing Board of Directors with 
gifts. SLA President Bill Fisher gave his inaugural address 
and officially introduced the New York corrference logo 
and video. 
On Wednesday evening, SLA hosted the Awards Premiere 
in the Crystal Ballroom of the historic Millennium 
Biltmore HoteL The awards premiere was co-hosted by 
ns for creating sites that are 
s of sites are featured. 
must-read for anyone who designs, 
Association, Book Order Dept., 
1700 Eighteenth Street, SW, 
Washington 20009, or by fax at 
1-202-265-93 17. Order online at 
http:l/www.sla.org/onthejob. 
For more information, contact 
SLA's book order department at 
1-202-234-4700. 
Price 
P:>tji IR??er: 
$100/SLA Men~bers 
SLR Presidect Hope Ti lkan and longtime S X  mernber 
Stephen Abram. This year, 24 award winners and a slew 
of sponsors, guests acd a'ctexidees were treated to an evening 
oi fine food, =usic and daccing. SLB spocsors and major 
co~ferezce partners were also acknowledged for their con- 
tmued support of various StB, activities an& events, The 
premiere also unveiled the new Dana A ~ ~ a r d ,  the official 
award af the associatioc. The highligkt of the evening Pea- 
tumd Tillman presenting the Silver Ci?ain of Office to k- 
coming President Bill Fisher. The list of award winners 
and sponsors recogcized a: the awards premiere includes: 
. ~ .  ;, ;. ?!, .${ 2 i: .. 2;: c ..... .,5 .. 
............ 5 .... > L z.:;..:: 
Mary E. Bickerson 
Elizabeth "Betty" Eddison 
Richard 2. Funkhouser 
Miriam A. Drake 
Mettle Seaberry 
;<. . . . 
,. : ~ , 2  g,c: : F, :.;.: 
.< .. .?. > .......* z >  .. 
Lyme K .  McCay 
Peter S. Moon 
Chariene Baidwin 
Sandy E. Spurlock 
Thomas Fearon 
Judith J. Fieid 
Carol L. Ginsburg 
L. Susan Hayes 
Tom Rink 
Ethel M. Salonen 
Barbara 2 Serr,onc3e 
Mary EIIez Bates 
Martha K. HeymaE 
. . . . . . .  
... ..,. :. . . . . . . .  ;. . ..,....... 
.: :.:?:.:.:<.:.!. .: 5 ., :.? ... :. .:. 
ftzadard & Poor's 
EBSCO 
Fa.c;iva 
:<... .;. ...... 
. ;, ....... .,:.., ::, :;,.;- :::,;, .... :- .. :.<,,?- 
. . .  . . ........ ;. l... . l , i  . _.> ....... > .... 
LexisNexis 
Factiva 
Dialog 
LexisNexis 
Pactiva 
Dialog 
Chemical Abstracts f ervicc 
Sracdarcl & Poor's 
LexisXexls 
F~ctiva 
West Group 
Dialog 
Eisevier Science 
of the 2002/03 Board of Direcaors. T&e agenda items in- 
cluded: the report of actions of the executive session and 
the International Relations eonmittre update. 
The 2002/03 Board of Directors will hold their Sail meet- 
ing October 24-25, at the §LA Headquarters in Washing- 
ton, D.C. Far more inforrmtion on the Board sf Direc- 
tors, please visit Virtual S X  at www.sla.org. 

Peter Drucker moved slowly towarb rhe stage while 3,G00 
-. i~bralians and informarion professionals watched at :,he 
SEA opening sesslon for the 2002 annual conference. Ha 
plopped down on an easy chair and began to speak. Ev- 
ery now and then he paused.. . everyone waited with bated 
breath. The man, at 92, is a giant in his field and in the 
modern worid. 
He had oboiozsiy prepared for this talk, speaking for an 
hour and 15 minutes without notes. Ee started at the 
core sf business and then spoke a h u :  infarmarlon and 
librarians. He has zesearched acd understands what a 
special librariac is. He talked about the special librarian's 
piace in society-now and in rhe irrture-and he gave us 
a mandate. Elaborating on four a a i n  points concerning 
busicess and life, Drucker spoke aabour how to run a cor- 
porarion ~oday, reflected on life and gave us guidelines. 
E e  captivated the entire audience with the foilowing 
points. 
The CIO (Chief Infermarion Officer) oi a corpration to- 
day is really the Chief Data Officer. This person oversees 
a complex system sf poorly designed equipment [corn- 
pcters), which is inefficienr and very expensive, accord- 
ing to Drucker, 
The REAL information officers of the organization are 
the iibrarhns, Drucker said. Ee outlined how one of his 
most scccessful clients tracks library requests f-om in- 
side and ourside ti?? corporation. Every three months the 
reqrrests are anaiyzed for trecds. Ir is the best way to 
anticipate threats and opportunities. These clients at- 
tributc their success to tke management partnerskip with 
the library. 
FGr the past GO years Dmcker has been doing what he 
calls a "mcst nnscienrific study" cf his clients and @as 
cmne to the conclcsion thzt 0,03 perce~i  of great inwn- 
'Lions come from inside the company. Drucker says mas?; 
inventions come fron~ outside organizarions, Gr are jn- 
spired by unrelated events; you cannot dcpend on your 
own internal daia systerr,. That systeE ccan only answer 
questions you have already asked. The librarian and the 
nforaation system they handle can takr you ostside tc 
Fswers. get a.. 
Even Sony prospered as a resuit of an outside innsva- 
ticn. Bell Labs (the last of the big research iabs; was 
founded in 15.22, primarily to supxxr the telephone busi- 
x s s .  Tilirty ic foEj7 years after :he end of Wcr!d War 117 
90 percer,t of its research -was not relep1:one related. And 
30 percent of recent telephone advancements have not 
come out of B d i  Labs. The inside peopk did nor recog- 
nize the impact some of their lnventisns corrld have on 
the tefe~izone bcsiness. For examde, in the 
194C.s the transistor v~as  invented at & e l  Labs. 
The c o ~ ~ p a n y  dsiidc't know what to do with it sc 
it sold the patent. Akio Morira eventually 
foucded Scny in I952 by paying $25,300 fcr 
rhe "gift" of the transistor from Beil Labs. 
and '56s. Me sincerely believed the co;l.,puter 
would change :he way decision-rr.aking was 
done. It has only recexiy begun to affect 
thoright processes, but it has substantially 
changed operations. 
Distance has disappeared with the InterneF. It 
has become iike the physicist or rnather:atician 
and a piece cf chalk and a blackboard, Drucker 
continzed. They all teach in ':he same langnage 
zrouncl the entire world. Every organization can be a mul- 
tinational corporadon, and every institution must be glo- 
bally competitive, according to Drucker. 
The bulk of information that technology provides allows 
us ro think strategically. Strategic information cannot 
come from data. It must corne from a person. As Drucker 
said, for insrance, the Catholic Church has enormous in- 
tormation &oat the inside workings of the church but 
knows nothing about the laity. They don't know how to 
deal with if. They have no idea how the common people 
live. How do they find out how to deal with them? Who 
are they? How do I find out? 
it will be the job ci the librarian. Ififormation is not in 
the data system until we put it there, Drucker said. 
;> ,. . : . . .. 4 .. < ,. . : ,. , ,' "- 
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We have restructured the university. In the past, "they 
never spent a .moment raising money," Drucker said. 
Universities rrsed to provide an education, he contin- 
ued. N ~ w ,  the university CEO spends about 75 percent 
of their rime fundraising with people, yet the CEO 
doesn't k ~ o w  hat is going on inside the university. 
Operations people run the business of the university. 
Universities are not much better than the Catholic 
Church. 'They don': know much about the people on 
the outside and have lost their focus. That's where in- 
formatior, specialists step in. 
I~formation managers are the market mangers, accord- 
ing t:, Dmcker. In every business, information is the main 
competitive advantage-not because there is more, but 
because ir is universally available. There has been an in- 
formation revolution. The experts are finding and mak- 
ing the information meaningful. They are becoming the 
%ey coapetence' of their organizations. Information 
managers find and translate information inro something 
an institution can use. The knowledge workers find, iden- 
tify and transmit :he information that enabies others to 
be effecrive. You can make others into knowledge work- 
ers, too. Librarians leverage that ability. 
What should we do? 
The firsr thicg Drucker tells us to do is read. It doesn't 
matter what you read, as long as you do. As a young 
child iearns to read, the process should be enjoyable, not 
burdensome. If you go into mathematics because you are 
afrzid of people, then reading physics and perhaps a little 
chemistry could be considered "great moments of self- 
indulgence." 
Don't just reac;. Don't just answer questions. Become 
providers of informarion. 
y:. f fiQ<y.&.;,::, .<::.>f j,,<f$ 
Take some time off. Drucker took six weeks off each sum- 
mer and recommends taking t i z e  off to refresh. Don't 
work 24/7. Read Shakespeare. He just finished reading 
all 37 plays for the third time. 
Drucker also suggested joining a nonprofit organization. 
Take, for example, the Girl Scouts. The Girl Scouts' main 
customer is the volunteer. In order to change with the 
times, the Girl Scouts made joining the association an 
attractive alrernative to the career woman. This has 
changed the character of the job. In a nonprofit you can 
meet totally different people, Drucker said. 
Don't let your job be your entire life. These days the 
employee outlives the corporation. "Be loyal to God, coun- 
try and your wife," Drucker said, Have a meaningful in- 
terest, which is not your job. You need the baIance. 
Drucker credits his outside Werests in helping him to 
keep his mind young. He also has to try and keep up 
with his wife, who is the same age and still working as a 
patent expert and playing tourmment tennis. He has a 
bad knee at the moment, but at 92 he is not ready to 
retire. He is starting a new book in the fall. 
Do library usew even know about 
the efforts ~ a d e  on their bekaif, 
much less appreciate them? "rob- 
ably no:. However, if individuais 
knew zbout these efforts, it is likely 
I2ey would care a great deal. Thus, 
the Copyright Front 
by Laura Gasaway 
For the past few years librarians have 
been ext re~ely  active iz the copy- 
rightarena. Their activities have 12- 
cIuded trying to influence legisla- 
tion, filing friend of the court briefs 
in pending cases and representing 
the users of library services in copy- 
rig& debates. Lk-arians and library 
organizations have spent countiess 
hours working on beharf of library 
users everywhere. 
Many copyright experts believe the 
balance that once exisred in the copjr- 
right law has been skewed consid- 
erably toward copyright iloiders. The 
1976 Copyright Ad was a balanced 
statux that guaranteed the rights of 
copyright holders while recognizing 
the privilege of library arsers. Ai- 
though some writers feared at the 
time the baiance was lilting toward 
the copyright owner, most agreed the 
balance of interests reflected in the 
Act was appropriate. During the 25 
years since the Act Secaxe effective, 
the statirte has been amended many 
times. In the view of =any iibrar- 
lam and iibrary associaticns; s c r x  
of these amendments have destroyed 
the previous balance found in t3e Act 
and negatively irrpicted the rights 
of library nsers. 
The amendments Slat cause the coq- 
cem-oniine service provider liabiliyj 
anti-circumven~on, fair use of digital 
works and ;em extensicn-have been 
discussed in earlier columns. Pubk  
statements by aexnbers of &e pub- 
lisher and producer corn~uair ies  
alerted librarrarns to the probierns they 
would inevitably face over the next 
decade. Statements made expressed 
how publiskers wanted to eliminate 
the interlibraq Ioan. They desired 
moving to a pay-per-use sysferz and 
Increased publisher reEazzce on resplc- 
Sve licensing agreements, 
In response, iz:,6ii\iidcal :Iijrarians 
have drafted iestimozy, appeared 
before Congressional committees 
and edaca~ed themselves about 
copyright. Many have also worked 
to educate their users about copy- 
right and the increasing problems it 
is causing icr users of digital works. 
tLbrary associarions have workeci 
tcgether as never befcre to present 
Congressional ;estimony, appearing 
before the Copyr:ght CIKfce at vari- 
ous hearings. They have also iiied 
amzcns jfriecd of the ccurt; briefs ia 
cases of interest to Iibrarians, sonze- 
times through the Digitzi Futcre 
CoaIition jwv~v~~dfc.org/j. 
Even a park1 list of these aclivif,ies 
by library associations over the past 
three years is impressive. 
Congress3on8.1 zestiwortyr 
- Sisrance education 
- Database legislation 
- Online service provjder liabiWy 
- 
- ierm extension 
Copyright Q E k e  tcstimozy: 
- Seclios 134 hearings-fair use 
& firs: sale 
- Distance Esi.6tcation 
- Anti-circunrvenrion 
& ~ i a i k  b&f. Hi?& 
- Eldred u. Ashcroft 
- Napster v. A & M Records 
- ~Vem York Times v. Tmi;.21 
- National Geographic S~sieey v. 
Greenberg 
- Urziverso: City Studios u. 
Rerneirdes 
- Hyperlaw 3. Zksl Publishing 
- 
tSe task for librarians is to edncate 
users about the threats to their fair 
use of digital works. A useful new 
'JJ& site advocates for consumers' 
fair use rights in the digital age: 
w-ww.di~talconsrlmer.c5rg/. Thjs can 
be fsiiowed by a quick list of the 
rights of users highlighted in the li- 
brary associations' joint statement, 
Fair Use in ?he ELe~t~onic Age: Sew- 
Icg the P~zblic Interest %ww.ari.org/ 
info/frn/copy/fai~zse.htn~). 
Libra&§ k v e  been caiied creatures 
of the balance between copyright 
holders and the users of ccpy~ghted 
works. ir is through +he first sale doc- 
trine that iibraries are abie to !end 
their materials to users. ,Masy works 
are avaial1aSle to the p:~blic or even to 
specific groups of users oniy in librar- 
ies The goal of kbrariazs who par- 
ticpa* in effofis ts  restore balance 
5 3  the copysight law is to ensure that 
users enjoy the same aghts ;n the 
d~gitai age as tkey enjoyed in the ana- 
iog world Cmgress and the cclurls 
have been largely unsympathetic to 
the piight of the users ol copyrighted 
works to date, thus librarian effcrgs 
must be redoubkd. 
It is critkal for rmabers of the Spe- 
dd l i~raries  Association to stay ap- 
ro-date concerning copyright kij3 and 
legislative praposais that threaten to 
restrict even fuzher the fair use of 
copyrigited vmrks, When the associa- 
tion calls for its ~ e ~ b e r s  to contact 
tic:.- ,L,L Congressionai representatkes; it 
is irqortant t3 (10 so. The lobbies fxtt 
represent copyright holders are large 
and -me2 fiTmced. 3 d y  i2 sheer nnm- 
Sers and thr3~g% persevera-ance can the 
library world continue to ensnre that 
maie~a!s are avakble to users on a 
basis that does not disadvantage the 
LC-C .;ax-nots" in society This we %o in 
the service of :he public. 
T I N S T A N T  C C E S S  T O  
P L E T E  B U S 1  E S S ,  F I N A  
A I N V E S T M E N T  I N F O R M A T I  Y O U  
hl F A S T  ... O V E R  T H E  I N T  E T .  
. . 
,v.aximize your research efforts with the P Tixeiy data, anaiysis and mvestrnent 
advanced search engine that is ccmpie- advice on companies, industries, stocks 
~TANDARD 
mented by the timeiiness and expedience 
&POOR'S 
and bends, mntnal funds and dividends Setting the S t m d a d  
of the world wide web. F Over 500 searchable :'ie!ds; across mul- 
tipie databases 
P Erings together elever, of Standard & > Print 2nd export mulripie documents 
Pcor's most popular products through w Solution for the corporate, pnbiic a i d  
ar, ezsy-:o-use graphical interface academic library marketplaces 
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The Knowledge Exchange has com- 
pleted a project listing membership 
surveys and assessments carried out 
by §LA chapters, divisions and cau- 
cuses (SL4 U&s>. The goal was to 
provide a benchmarking tooi for 
members who wan: to ~ r r y  out their 
own survey and also provide a re- 
source to showcase what types of 
surveys were being done by the 
tinits, the responses to these surveys 
and how the units were using these 
surveys to develop programs and 
services for their members. 
We found that over the ':as: five 
years 50-plus units had con~plereci 
surveys-the results of 15 are avarl- 
able oc the respective %nit's Web 
site. They include staffing surveys, 
needs assessmerts, saiary szrseys, 
automation surveys and member- 
ship profile surveys. Questions 
asked include how zernbers spend 
their day? what type of annual ccn- 
ference presentation they prefer. 
what types of meetings their units 
boId, what type of iibra-ry they work 
in and how they feel abour the value 
of their library. 
Methods of surveying inciuded We5- 
based and e-mail surveys, mail-in or 
fax surveys, telephone surveys and 
focus groups. Another 41 u&rs re- 
ported some type of survey had Seen 
coapieted, but t3e results are not 
available online. However7 the s u z -  
mary can be found on Virtual §LA 
at www.sia.srg/con%ent/~eadership/ 
unitsurveys.cfm. 
Applications of survey results in- 
cluded providing ideas for grograns 
and woricshqs. :he development of 
strategic plans, rnedxrship recruir- 
ment and rerenrion and providing 
members with benchmarking and 
general informarion on the iatest 
rrends in iibrarianship. 
I r  addition ro making this informa- 
tion available tc members. KncwZ- 
edge Exchange staff and a small task 
force of directors will also be nsing 
if for a project iciliared by the §LA 
board of directors to identify ;.'men- 
bers and nor,-member needs 
(whether met or unnxet?; anb deter- 
. - 
nine  now best ro k i o r  SLRs ser- 
vices to meet these needs. VJe felt 
rhe best approach would be to h i l d  
on all the hard work already per- 
formed by the units-and not rein- 
vent the wheel. The goal is to >re- 
pare a report to be subnitted ro the 
board in October. 
if we have =isse@ any surveys that 
are availaSIe cnlne, piease let us 
know at, kex@sia.org. 
Disaster Planning Bartal 
The RncmIedge Exchange has com- 
pleted the new Disaster Planning 
Portai (hxp://www.sJa.org/ 
disasterplanning), which is dedi- 
cated to the librarians who were 
Itilied or injured on September 11, 
2301. This pomi is designL cd as ar: 
-. 
cngoing resource to prepare ilbrar- 
k n s  for future natural SF unnaturzl 
disasters. 
The portal includes the citations of 
journal articles, Sooks and videos 
and links to full-text articles and 
Web sites on disasrer planning for 
floods, earthquakes, 'arnadcs, 
bioterrorisrn and loss of computer 
systems. Several articles deal with 
the Septsmber i! '' tragedy and hew 
libraries are recovering. 
The poaal afso stresses the i=por- 
*.- L C : ~  of havirpg a disastar piac and 
demonstrates how to get ycar librag7 
- ~ 
up-and-running after a asaster, If 
anyone knows of o t h e ~  rescurces to 
add ro tkis portal or wishes to share 
experiences, please let us know at 
kx@sla.c.rg. 
Changjng Rakes of Cmtcrri: 
Beploynlcnt FunrZions 
Oalseii, Inc., has recentiy pnblished 
the resuirs of t>e survey sent eariler 
in the year to SLA rnenbers and 
mezbers of other similzr orgacza- 
tions. in 200i, the execative suE- 
maqi of the survey> -'The Changing 
Role sf tSe Infornation Profes- 
sional," was made avaiiable to 5% 
members ur,der Recent Indusrry Re- 
ports in  SLA's InfoStcre ar 
www~sia.org/infosrore. In 2002, the 
survey p o ~ u t a t ~ m  was widened lo 
broaden the scope across geogra- 
phies and functions. The 2082 sur- 
vey iooks at the iax t ions  of :he 
major Suying and influencing m a s  
of ?he foliowing professlona:~: Csr- 
p r a t e  Infornarron. Acade~ic  Infor- 
mation; Government informatim; 
Market In:eiligence/Business Iceei- 
T .  i:gence/@omperitive Intelligexe; 
Gerporate Training; and Knowledge 
Managemem. An werail summary 
under the title. "Tke Changlng Roles 
of Content Deployment Fmcrions," 
MJZS pubi:shed in June and can be 
fmnd in SM's inlcStore as referred 
ts: above. Execur:ve summaries of 
resuks of the six different funct:cns 
above are being pabisheb separa:e';ji 
throughout the summer and will be 
=ade avaifabie tc SLA il:ernbers ,n 
SLPds InfoSmre. 
f is :hs roie sponsor of irte KEX 

U%il$ze New Sewfces via SLW 
Web Site 
After the i a u ~ c h  of SLA's online 
membership renewal and new m a s -  
Ser sign-np via Virtual SLA, 
Cassandra Shieh became the first 
member to successfully conplete rhe 
renewai process and NicoIe Lordi was 
'the first new member '13 register v;a 
the site. 
Beth Lordi and Shieh received a com- 
dinentary SLA golf skirt. §LA will 
also conduct a prize drawing eac5 
month for rnerr~bers choosing to re- 
new membership through the Web. 
Ev~lar tbn  in  Referenee 
and Infornsatiisn Ser-dces: 
The Impact sf the 
Internet 
S M  memjer Di Su announces the 
pubiication of his recent book, 
EvoZzrtim in Referenre c r ~ d  Izfor- 
mation Services: The Iv~piirr of the 
Internet. 
"Some years ago, if you were tcld 
that a library's catalog wouid be 
available on a 24/7 /365  basis, 
you'd think it was just another fic- 
tion," said Su. "Perhaps as iniiu- 
eniial as Johannes Gutenberg's ir,- 
ventlor, of ~ ~ o v a b i e  tjipe printing, 
Tuchei Awarded Confel-ewe 
Scholarship 
Gretchen Tuchei was seiecred as the 
2 G G Z  recipient of the SLA St. 
Catherine Student Group schoiarship 
to attend the SZAs conference this 
year in Los Angeles. TxheI has at- 
tended the Coikge of §:.. Catherine 
smce A~gus: tO3i and wii! be gradn- 
ating in May of 2CG3. Her academic 
focus is corporate !ibrarianship. 
Tbchel is =ost interested i? the tech- 
nological aspects of the prcfessicn, 
,,L as working wifk fntranets and 
data bases. 
the Icrermt is one of the mosz sig- 
nificant happenings in the infor- 
nation world in modern times." 
Su's book provides readers with a 
history of electronic reference and 
also looks a:. 'the inereasi~g role 
of librarians as teachers and pro- 
viders cf technical help for nsers, 
As well as providing case studies 
and ways tc evaiuate electronic 
research -=etf.,ods: Su also sug- 
gesrs strategies for providing ef- 
fective eiectronic services and ex- 
plains how to esrablish eIectronic 
services through your iibrary's 
portal site. 
PJrN Chapter, Callege aF St, 
Catherine Studerst Ckapte;. 
W f n  SLA SAW%: Awards 
The idlicnesoia Chapter of §LA w c ~  
second piace In the SLiP Student Aca- 
deaic Reelailom Committee (SARC) 
Certifica~e of Merit Awards for Chap- 
ter or Division. This award recog- 
nizes the confrb:3:io,~s made Sy rhe 
c h a p r  thrcugh snppcrt and par?ici- 
;3&ion in studen: gron? narruring 
and deveiop~~ent.  
-7 
i ne SLA Stude2t Cbapter of the Col- 
lege of St, Catherine won second 
place in the S-,ecia! Libraries Asso- 
ciation Stndent Acadenic Xe1at;ons 
Corxnittee (SAX: Certificate cf 
Bfierit kiyards for Innovative Pro- 
gramming and fourth place for Szr- 
s tandi~g Leadership. 
These awards were presented at rhe 
SLA President-Elect's Poster Session 
and Awards resen'lation for Sttrdents 
on June 10, in L3s Angeies. 
Firmance D.iv.r'sion 
Announce% kXdirrrrer.s af  
Grants and S t ~ t d r s n i  
Stipersds 
The Business & Finance Divisron 
annouzced tbe winners of xts grants 
and student stlpends av~ards at its an- 
nual business lrreeting ir, Los Ange- 
les, in Suce. A professional grant was 
awarded to Elizabeth Larson of 
PriceVJaternouseCoopers ia Chicago, 
-7 i ~ .  Stipends were awarded 'lo Julie 
- rronmaeller, Loursiana State Urker- 
sity; Matt Gibson, Gniversity of ILli- 
nois ar Urbanz-Champaign. 3niie 
Ketterma~, Long Mand University; 
Renee Remlinger, University of Wash- 
ington; and Pau l i~e  Todd, University 
of Pittsburgh. Each of the six win- 
ners received $1,200 to attend the 
SLA 2002 A n ~ u a l  Conference. 
Fs"nance Division 
hmxmces Center of 
Exeeilence Award Wf rt ners 
The Bzlsiness & Finance Division 
announced the winners of its first 
annua i  "Center of Excellence" 
Awards at this year's annual SLA 
conference in Los Angeles. The 
awards take their inspiration from 
The ,Malcolm Baldrige National 
Quality Awards, which are given 
annuaiiy tc U.S. organizations to 
recognize and promote quality as a 
critical component of innovation 
and competitiveness. The Center of 
Excellence Awards recognize cus- 
tomer-driven quaiity and leadership 
within the framework of an orga- 
nization dedicated to the gathering, 
analysis and dissemination of infor- 
matior: within the business commu- 
nity. The awards serve to recognize 
the best of "best practices" in three 
categories: service, management 
and technology. 
The Center of Excellence Award for 
Technology went to the Business Re- 
search Group [BRG) in the Center for 
Business Knowiedge of Ernst & 
Young LLP, Korth America. The BRG 
of Ernst & Young LLP, North America, 
has a s!afS of 65 and is located in 15 
offices serving the U.S. and Canada. 
Judges felt this group had harnessed 
~echnology particularly well in pro- 
viding excellent reference service 
{the goal of the BRG is to recognize 
all requests within SO minutes of ini- 
tial contact). The BRG is one-third of 
the company's infor~at ion service 
and is joined by the Business Strate- 
gic Analysis Group and the Competi- 
tive Analysis Group. 
The Center of Excellence Award for 
Service was presented to the  
Lippincot: Library at the Wharton 
School, one of 15 libraries at the 
University of Pennsylvania. The 
library's client base is comprised of 
4,860 faculty and students. The stu- 
dent body consists of MBA students, 
undergraduates and Ph.D. candi- 
dates. The judges felt iippincott ex- 
celled in its area of service to clients. 
The staff is dedicated to students and 
faculty and makes every effort to de- 
liver information in whatever format 
is convenient for the client, as well 
as in an efficient and cost-effective 
manner. 
The Center of Excellence Award for 
Management was not awarded this 
year. 
The Business & Finance Div;Lsion also 
gave special recognition to the fol- 
lowing libraries for their ability to 
continue fulfilling their essential in- 
formation roles after 9/11: Deutsche 
Bank, Lehman Brothers, Merrill 
Lynch and the Pentagon Library. 
Rurnsey Receives 
G&M Honan Award 
The Special Libraries Association Ge- 
ography & Map Division presented 
David Rumsey with  be division's Hon- 
ors Award for his outstanding contri- 
bution to the fields of geography, car- 
tography and map librarianship. Map 
users around the world can use the 
David Rumsey Collection (http:// 
www.davidrumsey.com/) to access a 
cnique private collection of early 
maps and atlases. The G&M Division 
honors Rumsey s for his innovative 
experimentation with historical map 
images and modern geospatial data; 
for his support and development of 
map image publishing software; and 
for his dedication to the precise bib- 
liographic control of individual map 
images. Rumsey truly shares the 
spirt and coEmitrnent of map librar- 
ians in making cartographic infor- 
mation wideiy assessable, according 
to the division. 
The award was presented to Rumsey 
on June 10, 2002, at the Special Li- 
braries Association conference in Los 
Angeles. 
Deborah K. Doerr 
Passes Away 
Deborah K. Doerr, a member SLA's 
North Carolina Chapter, passed away 
January 31. 2002. A Durham resi- 
dent, Doerr was born on December 
10, 1951, in Wayne, Kebraska, and 
grew up in Nebraska and Kansas. In 
1977, she moved to Sateilite Beach, 
Florida. She attended Florrda Atlan- 
tic University in Boca Raton as a f a -  
ulty scholar and graduated magna 
cum laude with a degree in sociol- 
ogy and anthropology. 
Doerr studied sociology at the gradu- 
ate school of Duke University and li- 
brary science at the School of Library 
Science zt North Carolina Central 
University. 
Doerr leaves behind her husband of 
18 years, Patrick D. Mize, her mother 
Ruth Schroeder of Satellire Seach, 
Florida, and four brothers. 
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